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Abstract

In this research, tire dynamics of a typical ciass of hydraulic actuators is stucliecl

ancl actuator leakage Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) schemes are proposecl basecl

on the Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) aigorithrn.

A clynanic moclel of the hyclrar,rlic actuation test rig combinecl rvith ari actuator

li'iction model is lilst derived. The palauretels of t,he fi'ictiorl model are obtairred

by carefirl experitnents. Simulations conclucted to validate the moclel shows that the

sirnulation errors are bounded within I0% of actuai rneaslrrements and, within the

nornai operating banclwidth, the clynauric model acleqr-rately represents the actuator

used in the test rig.

Based on the validated dynamic moclel., an oflline actuator leakage fault detection

scherne employing EKF algorithm is clevelopecÌ. Sirrrulations ancl experiurents are

carried out to velifi, the effectiveness of the ploposecl FDI scheme without the presence

of external disturbance. With a residual generation scheme that cornpaled the actual

tneastlretneuts and the EKF estimates, three types of leakage - the cylinder charnber

leahage at eitirer sicle of the actuator and the leahage betu'een the tu,o chanrbers -

are tested. The leakage faults are detected and identified ì:y tracking the variation

of the residual errors and an offline actu¿rtor- FDI scheme is clevelopecl. Tire leakage

ideritification patterns are recognized.

To further study the performance of the EKF based FDI scheme in normal operat-
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ing conditions rvith external disturbances, the system model is irnproved to estirnate

any arbitrary load. Actuator friction is regarclecl as part of the external disturbance

in this phase and, together with the environmental loacl, becomes a tirne-varying

parameter of the systen. Simulations ancl experiments show that the external load,

including the actuator friction, can be accuratell, estirrratecl. Different types of testing

signals ale applied to investigate the effectiveness of the FDI schenre. Exper-iments

shorv that the leakage fault identification patterns ai'e consistent r,vith the conclu-

sion obtained in the unloacled mode. A potential o¡rline FDI scheme and an offiine

actuator friction estimator are further proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminary Remarks

With the rapid clevelopment of noclern machinery, hydraulically powered ma-

chines are widely used in various fields. Due to theil complexities, the reliability of

these s5,s¡çms is uncler serious consicleratiou. As a result, fault cletection and isolation

(FDI) techniques for Ìrydraulic systems have been growing in the past clecacle. This

growth benefited gleatly from the development of personal computers. VIore and

more computationally intensive rnethods can now be applied to this research area.

Hotever, clue to its nonlinearity, hyclraulic FDI technoiogl, is fär'from satisfactoly.

Typical hydraulically powered systerns consisting of hydraulic pluïU)s, solerroid

servovalves and hydlaulic actuators âre popr-rlal in industrial applicatiotls, sttclt as

the airplane flight control and off-highr'vav machines. Since the reliability of these

systeun is crucial for safe operation, a sourrd cliagnostic s)rstem can efficiently im-

prove the safety b), detecting and identifying the faults. In some applications such as

the unmanned flight vehicle operation, the system is lequiled to keep working with

the presence of faults. When this occurs, if the information of the fault can be ob-

tained ancl analyzecl, the control systern can be adjusted or clifferent control strategies
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can corresponclingly be appliecl to irnplernent fault toler¿r,nt control. Furthermore, a

cliagnostic system can report abnolrnal operatirrg conclitions to prevent the faulty

system from rnore serious darnage.

I.2 Faults in Hydraulic Systems

L.2.L Basic System Structure

In the aforementioned hydraulic actuation systerns, hydraulic power supplies are

always necessary to pressririr,e t,he h],clraulic fluicl to a constant plessure) typically

3.5 to 21 N¡lPa. This high-pressure flor,v is then regulated by the control valves ancl

delivered to the actuator. The actuator, consisting of a cylirrclel that is sepalatecl

into two charnbers by a rrrovable piston, is connectecl to the colresponcling outlets of

a servovalve. The flow at the outlets is controlled by an electric input; therefore the

piston in the c5'linder is pushed by high-presstu'e flow causing it to move accorcli'g to

the input signal. In practice, a rod is attachecl to the piston to transfer force betweerr

the actuator and the load.

I.2.2 Common Faults and Related Research

When the systeur above is consiclered, rralions papers shorv that faults nrâ), 666¡1r

at any of the three components (Skormin ancl Apone, 1995; Zhot et a1.,2002; Zavarehi

et al., 1999; Khan ancl Sepehri, 2002; Zhang and Jiang, 2002). The topics cover a

rvide range from mechanical component faiiure, fluicl contarnination ancl pipe leakage

to netal wear'. One of the greatest concerris among these topics is the leakage of

hydraulic fluid. Since the high pressure propagates everywhere within the hydraulic

pipe, leahage can occlrr almost anyu'hele in the systern. Accorcling to its location,
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leakage can be classified into tr,vo types: internal leakage and external leakage. If

the fluid leaks to another part of tìre fluicl circulation u'ithin the hydlaulic system,

it is internal leakage; if the fluid leaks orit of the h)'clraulic circulation, it is exterrral

leakage.

Leakage Faults

Leakages in h5rd¡¿s1ic systerns are caused by difl'e¡e1t soutces. One primary sotruce

is the wear of the valves, pistons and other moving components. Debris caused by

the wear in turn accelerates the process (Skormin and Apone, 1995). Mechanically, a

tiny leakage is clesignecl between the moving parts to guarantee non-stick rrovemerrt

without excessive friction and to supply necessary lubrication for the contact surface

(slippers, bealings, barrel ancl drive shaft of the pump) (Shorrnin ancl Apone, 1995).

The contamination particles can gradually deteriorate this condition b)' wicleniug

the cl.earance betrveen the movirrg parts and eventually cause the performance of

the system to fall below the tolerable ievel of the design. Component defect anc'l

conuection damage are other causes that contlibute to the leakage fäults.

In the hycù'aulic power supply, leakage occLrrs mainly around the puurp. Arnong

these þdraulic pumps, a class of Variable Displacemerit Purnps (VDP) is broaclly

applied. Driven by an electric rnotor, the barrel of the VDP, which contains cylinders

and pistons, rotates. The pistor-rs are attached to the sr,vashplate by their slippers ancl

the slippers/pistons are rotatecl inside the barrel along the f¿-r,ce of the su,ashplate. The

pistons move in and out so that the Ìryclraulic fluicl is dr-awn into VDP throtigh the

sttction port and is expellecl out of VDP tirror-rgli the clischarge port. The swashplate

angle is acljustable to regulate the pressur-e of outlet ff.orv. Skormin and Apone (1995)
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analyzed the rnechanism of typical failures of hyclraulic pumpsÌ incluclirrg tire lealiage

ancl its causes.

Leahage in the actuatol is another cause of leakage faults. Both the seal of the

piston and the iuner u'all of the cylinder can wear during the running time. As

a result, the clearance in betu'een permits nl.ore h),dr-aulic fluid to flou' across the

chambers. This cross-port leakage is an internal leakage and may cause the actuator

to stall if it deteriorates. Extra power is tiren needecl from the pump to compensate

the pressur:e loss from the cross-port leakage.

Skormin et al. (1994) built a lineal noclel for a hyclrauiic actuation systelr in

which the leakage faults, the control valve fault, the bulk modulus change and the

excessive friction fault r,vere discussed. Crowther et al. (1998) sirnulated the cross-port

leakage of an actuator by intloducing a closs-polrt bleecl valve between the annulus

anci the pistorr sides. External leahages at connecting pipes ancl couplers were of less

interest arnong researcher-s but still drew attention. Ashton et al. (1998) shorved

their work on detecting the pipeline leakage for oil transportation with a nonlinear

observer. The urodel is, however, not suitable for corrrplexities of hydraulic actuation

systems.

Other Faults under Investigation

Suppl5, plessule fluctttatiori is a type of c;orlrn<¡n fault tliat occllrs in Ìryclraulic

systems. A malfunctioning pLirrp causes supply pressure fluctuations that seriously

affect the performance of the actuator. Nlost commer-cial power supplies regulate

the pressure by acljr-rsting the pressure lelief valve. Accorcling to À¡Ierritt (1967), valve

controlled hydraulic svstems ar-e most efficient rvhen designecl such that tire maximurn
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load pressure is approxirnately 68% of the nominal supply pressure. Therefore, a drop

in supply pressure leads to a Less efficient system. In extreme situatious, stalling of

the actuator occurs. On the othel hancl, excessive supply pressllle causes accelerated

wear on the hydraulic components. This rnay lead to unexpectecl behavior in which

serious damage may occur. Rising presslrre will eventually destroy the powel supply

unit if the situation is not corrected in tirne.

The causes of fluctuation in supply pressure vary. In sonre cases, the malfunction

is clue to the breach of clelicate components of the puürp and valves. This changes the

characteristics of the pump, such as the motor efficiency and total inertia (Yr.i et al.,

1997). Preston et al. (1996) sirnulatecl the systeur clynanics with a 10% clrop irr pump

pressure. An increase of the initial force on the acljustable springs of a bent-axis type

VDP was investigatecl by Zhou et al. (2002). Partially or entirely damaged connection

between the pump and the rest of the system can also cause signifrcant loss of pressure

on the whole system. In severe cases) the supply pressure may ìre reclnced to betr,r,een

40% (Crowther et al, 1998) ancl 60% (Niksefat ancl Sepeirri, 2002) of the norninal

value. BroÌ<en pipes and blocked high-pressure filter-s are corr.rron explanations for

this type of failure.

Fh-ricl contarnination also clirectly causes an arra)/ of problems by changing the

effective bull< modulus (EBM) of the hydraulic oil. EBi\4 desclibes the stifüress as

both the compressibility of the fluid and the expansion of the cylinder, hoses ol pipes.

An important indicator for' fluid chalacteristics, EBN4 is sensitive to fluid contami-

nants such as water and air. The properties of mechanical cornponents are generally

unchanged (Skormin and Apone, 1995). Small amonnts of solicl contaminants, such
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as dirt, rnetal, sand and rubber, do not cause significant change on EBM, thor,igh they

do contribute considerably to component wear. Water and air entrained in the fluid

are crucial to the hydraulic characteristics. Since the bulk rnoclulus of air as conparecl

to hydrar-rlic fluid is so smali, a tinl, amount of air trappecl in the h)'cllauiic circuit

considerably redttces EBN4. This lesults in a sLor,ver system response ancl softens the

characteristics of the actuator when the load is appliecl. On the contrary, r,vater clrops

mixed in hydraulic fluid increase EBNI as the bulk modulus of water is higher than

that of the h1'd¡¿¡Ìic fluid. Therefore, the stiffness of the system increases.

Skormin ancl Apone (1995) reportecl a clrop of 20% in EBNI n'here air contam-

ination exists. An increase of 707o in trBN4 due to water contamination u'as also

repor:tecl in the same paper. Yu (1997) showed tirat a cirange of 70% in EBN4 coulcl

be detected. Furthelmore, Zavarehi et al. (1999) showecl that change in EBN4 had

little influence olt the performance of a proportional servovalve.

Other systetn faults causecl by pararrreter cÌranges are studiecl in valious researclr

papers. Servovalves, the prirnary executors of control cotlrlancls, are irnportant par:ts

for hydraulic systems. Popular servovalves are designecl to have at least two stages so

that they are sensitive ancl can swiftly respond to tlie control signals while supplying

enough power to drive the actuator. Zavarehi et al. (1999) constructed a noniineal

model for a two-stage proportiorral servovalve. With this model, critical pararneters

such as the effective olifice alea of the selvovah'e were monitolecl using the extenclecl

Kalman frlter. Their research shows the possibility to diagnose selvovalve faults

caused by cornponent tvear, r,vhich is the main catise for cirange of the effectir¡e orifice

area.
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Coulomb friction of moving components as an irripoltant palametel can signifi-

cantly aff'ect the dynamic perfolmance of an actuator. Lischinsky et al. (1999) shorveci

this friction rrray go up to 30% of the total driving force. Crowther et al. (1997) sirn-

ulated dynamic frictiorr of the loacl using a bleed valve across the loacl actuator and

obsen'ed change of the friction coefficient with a trained neural netwolh. The pilot

spool friction in a trvo-stage servovalve was monitorecl by Zavarehi et al. (1999).

Research on nechanical arrcl eÌectrical failures of systern conponents is relatively

sparse. Loss of magnetism of the plurrp motor was consiclerecl by Shormin ancl Apone

(1994) . Zhou et al. (2002) presented loss of the compressecl air that rvas suppiied to

the reservoir in ailcraft applications.

In this study, leakages on the actnator are considerecl.

1.3 Fault Detection and Diagnosis in Hydraulic
Systems

As a branch of fault detection ancl isolation (FDI) research, FDI for hydraulic

systerns has clevelopecl rapidly in the past decacle. Hydraulic system FDI is rela-

tively difficult due to the stlong nonlinearity of hydlaulic components. In spite of

this, researchers have accomplished nanl, achierrements. Several system-nocleiing

techniques have been developed for reconstrr"rcting nonli.near system information aricl

variation detection. Residual generation strategies are also put forward to handle the

nonlinearities.
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1.3.1 Parametric Model-Based FDI Schemes

As a general system identification methocl, least squares (LS) algorithn or, in its

numerically efficient fbrm, recursive least squa.r'es (RLS) is suitable irr practical appli-

cations where the process parameters are not known at all or just partially klow¡.

N4oclels basecl on this algorithm are calied auto regressive with exogenous input (ARX)

models. Using this algorithri, the process model can be expressecl in terrns of a pa-

rameter vector and runuing-time data vectors. Sampling at a certain fi-equency, the

actual process is discretized and the parameters are estimated by rninimizing the surr

of squares of the equation error. Therefole, the ltasic iclea of RLS is to fincl â. proper

palarreter vector so that tire systeri represented lty this moclel best fits the physical

system and the determination of the vector is basecl on the palarneter estimatiou

methods ivhich utilize input ancl outpnt sequences of the s)¡stem.

Since imple¡nentation of the rnoclel is not uniqne, an appïopriate realization of

the rnodel is the key for obtaining correct parameter estimates (Isermann, 1992). Yu

(1997) showed an application of ARX parametel estimation on a hyclrar-rlic torque

rig. If the basic structure of the rnodel is known, the order of the LS model or the

dirnension of tire parameter vector can be readily obtainecl. Otherwise, theoletical cle-

terrnination of the ARX urodel is inpossible, which is common in actual applications.

Obtaining a best-fit parameter vector without losing too much s)¡sterrr information

is tire only feasible strategy. Hahn et al. (2001) appÌied an empilical mociel in a

vehicle po\\/er auto-transuùssion contlol systern. The olcler of the ARX model ivas

obtained by trial-and-er-rol and was theu adjusted fron the tenth to the seconcl order

to simplify the representation of the system.
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Although simplilìcation of systern rnodel is possible, the urismatch of moclel param-

eters and system parameters, hou,ever, incurs a probleur for FDI lesearch - elernents

of the acquirecl parameter vector are irrelevant to actual physical parameters of the

system. In attemptirrg to solve this problern, the concept of vector space rvas cle-

veloped by Tan arrd Sepehri (2002) who showed a rvay to construct this space. The

pattern of faults in this vector space could be classifled b)'neural netu'orks.

On the other hand, the linear natur-e of RLS confines its applications in nonlinear

systems. An improved algorithrn called RLS with forgettiLrg factor r,r'as developecl to

handle this drawbach. The forgettirrg factor exponentially removes the influence of

olcl data when new measrlrements becorne avaiÌable. Howevel, only slow tirne-varyiug

systems can be considered because convergence of this algoritirm is always a conceln

when only limited data are available for nonlinear systerrr. Song and Sepehri (2002)

showed a possible way for sinusoidal signal fault cietection of plrûrp fault in a hydraulic

actuator using this algorithrn. Puurp pressure fluctuation fault was discussed ancl

sinusoidaÌ test signals were applied to the experimental results.

1.3.2 Observer-Based FDI Schemes

State-observer techniques for linear systerns have been well derreloped. N4eanwhile,

attempts to extencl observers into nonlinear applications have also been conducted. As

a lesult, diflerent types of observer have been clevelopecl to explole theil feasibilities of

estimating state variables, tvhich are essential for abnormal condition rnorritorirrg. Ac-

cording to Galcia and Franli (1997), obselvers can be classified into nonlineal identity

observer (NIO), nonlinear unknou'n input obselver (NUIO), disturbance-decoupling

nonlinear observer (DDNO), adaptive nonlinear observer (ANO) and bilineal systens
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state observer (BSO).

NIO is asymptotically stable if a feedback gain matlix satisfies certain conditions

(Adjallah et al., 1994). In some cases) the feedback gain matrix can be a constant

matrix if the nonliuear system representation satisfies certain constraints (Frank,

1987). Gaddouna and Ouladsine (1997) appliecl a linear state observer with unknowir

input to a hydraulic system. A similar obselver was built by Hahn (2001) arrcl the

state modei was identified using RLS algorithm.

NIUIO takes aclvantage of the stlucture of the system model, whicli is assumed

to be in observable canonical form ancl a constant state transformation is conclucted.

Holever, since it is difficult to transform â general system into the required form,

its applications on nonlineal systems are limited. Khan et al. (2002) showed the

possibility of applying a nonlineal observer on a hydrauhc test rig. As an im.plovement

of NIJIO, DDNO basicaliy applies the saure iclea as NUIO except that a nonlirreal

state transformation is usecl rather than a lineal one. It linearizes the systern at a

chosen set point ancl approxirnates the system by ouritting the seconcl arrcl higher

orcler terms in the linear expansion of the system. On solving the problem of the

weakness in detecting slowly cleveloping faults, ANO is developed. In certain types

of nonlinear systems, bilinear tnodels are studied and applied to suspension systems,

fermentatiorl processes, hydraulic drives ancl Ìreat exchange systerns. Yu et al. (i994)

developecl a bilinear fault cletection scheure for h1,61¡¿¡1]ic systerls rvitli BSO. Siurilar

worl< has also been reported by Preston et aI. (1996).

10
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1.3.3 Artificial Neural Network-Based FDI Schemes

Artiflcial neulai networÌ< (ANN) as a nervlr, developed technique has founci its

applications in man5' fleids that require pattern recognition and parameter app'oxi-

rnation. ANNs have different structures) among which is the well-knowrr structule of

rnulti-layer perceptron (N4LP). This type of ANN consists of several layers and each

of those layers contains a number of processing nocles, called neulons. The flrst layer'

is called tire input layer, the iast layer the output Ìayer, while the layers in betr,veen

are defined as hidden layers. Different layels are couplecl ìt1, ¿or,r.".rions that iclentify

themselves as weight tnatlices. Wlien fecl r'i,ith actual s)/sten inputs in training stage,

ANN acÌrieves self-regulation to approximate tlle actual system output b)' adjusting

values of the weights that couuect different neurons. A sensitive but slow algorithn

for this learning phase is called Back Propagation. This algorithm updates all weights

iteratively from the last layer to the fir'st. However', it does not guarantee a conver-

gence) which is a rnajor disactvantage of i\4LP networl<s. By f'orcing the training phase

to an end, the user can obtain a perceptron networl< based on the training clata rvith

minimum error.

Crowther et al. (1998) presentecl an outptit vector space classification approach

for increased pump pressure, increased actuator friction and internal leakage fault

diagnosis of a hydraulic actuator. It shorvs that, training separate ANNs alone nsing

experinental data for specific fault allorvs quick and accurate ctetection for that fault.

But these ANNs are not sensitive to faults othel than that tirey are trained to detect.

Yu (2001) also showed a 3-layer perceptron netrvork fol fault cliagnosis in a hydrar-ilic

lurbine governor.

11
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L.3.4 Kalman Filtering Theory-Based FDI Scheme

The Kalman filter (KF) theory is another wiclely applied technique in nonlinear'

and stocirastic systern rnodeling such as navigation problems (Sriclhar et al, 1993;

Foresti,2001). Based on state space mocleling, the Kalman filteL (KF) is developecl

to recursively estirnate systeur states. N4athenratically, Kzrhran filter theory relies on

Bayesian estimation to obtain the u posterzorz estimate of current states by correcting

the u priori estimate using the culrent rleasurements of outputs. If tire system is fully

obselvabì.e, all state valiables can ìre estimatecl utilizirig s),stern input ancl output

seqlrences. Due to its nathernatical natLrre, KF works not only on static systerns,

but also on dynamic systems, while linearity is a sufficient condition. To apply KF

to nonlinear systems, researchers derreloped extensions of l(alman filter algorithms

called ext,ended l(alman lìitels (BI(F). The basic idea of EI{F is to linearize the

system basecl on the latest estirnation of systeni states. If the sampling interval is

small euough, the output of EKF estimator can converge to the systerl output r'r'ith

satisfactory precision.

Both the KF ancl the EKF algorithrns consist of two stages: (i) time upclating

phase, which uses system equations tliat represent the actual process to calculate

the evolution of the state and, (ii) measurement updaiing phase, which corrects the

estirnation with current measurements to obtain the a posterzlorz estirnation.

The applications of KF ancl EKF estimation in fault diagnosis have ì:een reported

in many industrial areas. Howevel, few literatures have been contributed to hyclraulic

power systems. Abbas (1998) appliecl this algorithnl in a linear electroiryclraulic drive

system. Zavarehi et al. (1999) shorved the feasibility of appl5,ing EI{F algorithm in

T2
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moclelirrg a two stage proportional selvovalve. With the presence of friction in the

moclel, this paper shows that it is possible to monitor some key parameters of the

servovaive. Zhang and Jiarrg (2002) cievelopecl an active fault-tolelant control scheme

for a class of aircraft actuators. An adaptive Kalman filter was applied in theil

research to cletect pararreter changes ancl the system lepresentation was specially

constlucted so that an effectiveness factor rvas introduced to iriclicate the seriousness

of the faulty mode. However, tire system was linearized to simplify the problern ancl

only simulation studies were conducted. Chinniah et al. (2003) developed an EKF

based rnethod to estimate the palameters of an actuator fliction model as weli as the

effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid. When actuator leakages are consiclerecl,

no literature has been reportecl focusing on nonlinear actuation systerns.

I.4 Objectives and Scope of This Research

With all the reviewed research ancl attempts shou'n in Sectiorr 1.3, hydraulic FDI

is still under development ancl is attracting mnch attention. Tiris stucly preserits the

application of EKF towards hydraulic actuator leakage FDL IT focuses on the leakage

faults around a typical hydrar-rlic actuator that is wiclely used on aircrafts. These

leakage faults include external leakage on either side of the actuator cylinder and the

cross-port intern¿l,l leakage betr'veen the tt'o c5rlindel chantbels.

The objective of this study is to firstly vet'if1, the feasibiÌity of applying EKF to

nonlinear electrohyclraulic actuation systerns. A nonlineal rnodel fbr an actuator test

rig rvill be developecl anci siurulation results rvill be shou'Li to verify the rnodel ancl

the trKF based FDI scheme. Secondly, an offline leakage FDI scheme using EKF

13
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algorithur will be cleveloped and tested u,ith experiments. In this phzrse, clifl'erent

input signals, inciucling sinusoiclal, step ancl pseuclolanclorn signals will be appliecl to

the test rig. Thirclly, the extelnal loacl will be incluclecl ancl the system rnoclel ancl

FDI scheme will be modified to accomplish online fault detection. A simple external

load wili be set up to simulate envirorrurental interaction.

1.5 Thesis Outlines

This thesis consists of eight chaptels. Chapter 1 introcluces h1,d¡¿¡1i. systeur

applications ancl tire cleveloprnent of FDI techriiques. The scope ancl objectives of

this research are also outlinecl in this chapter.

Chapter 2: The electrohydraulic actuation test rig is introduced in this chap-

ter. Specifications of the test lig ale listed and tire systcrn structure is diagrarnured.

Nonlinear dynamic equations ancl a rnathematical moclel of the test rig are cleveloped.

Chapter 3: The s)¡stem model tl-rat takes dynamic effects and was developed in

Chapter 2 is validated in this chapter by simulation. The simulation results are

compared with actual running clat¿1, obtairrecl frorrr tlie test lrg to verif5, the flclelit)' of

the moclel.

Chapter 4: The Kalman fllteling algorithm is introduced in this chapter and the

basic FDI scheme is developed, based on EKF algorithm.

Chapter 5: The FDI scheme cleveloped in Cìrapter 4 is valiclatecl iir this chapter.

Different types of signal are tested on the test rig and the results are discussed to

illustrate the effectiveness of tÌris FDI scheme. An offline FDI scheme is summarized

at the end of this cìrapter.

14
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Chapter 6: Tire systerrì rtoclel ancl the FDI algorithm are further deveìopecl to

include unknown external ioad. With tliis clevelopment, the FDI scherne has the

poterrtial to detect actuator leakages r,vhen tlle actuator is in faulty but ru¡¡ing

condition.

Chapter 7: Simulatiou ancl test results ale elaboratecl in this chapter to ilìustrate

the effectiveness of the FDI scheme developed in Chapter 6.

contribr-rtions made in this str-rcly are p'ovicrecr i' crrapte' g.

15



Chapter 2

E*perimental Test RiS
Configuration and System
Modeling

2.L Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shoq'n in Figure 2.1 and its schematic is shown in Figure

2.2. The entire s)'stem is powered by a motor clriven hydraulic purllp, which offers

continuous and stable high-pressr.rre hydraulic fluid (up to 18.27N4Pa, i.e., 2650psi) to

the actuator.

The actuator is a double-rod cylincler. Since the actuator is synuletric ancl can

actuaily move in either direction, modeling of the two charnbers are iclentical. The

tr,vo chambeus are thus noted as charrber 1 ancl charnber 2. Tlte actuator is con-

nected to ancl controllecl by a \4oog D765 selvovalve (see Figule 2.2). This servovalve

receives control signals frorn a PC equippecl i'r,ith a DAS-16 data acquisition boarcl

and a N4etrabyte N45312 encocler calcl. When operatecl at 20.7N4Pa (3000psi), \4oog

D765 valve can supply the actuator rvith hydlaulic fìuid at a rate of 34l/min. In

the experirnents, the actual operating pressure is set to - 13.8NtfPa (2000psi). All
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Figure 2.1: Hyclraulic actuator ancl fault simulation system.

the control strategies ancl experimental algorithms are implementecl on the PC witli

a Pentium III processor. IJsing a Vletlabyte N45312 quadratule incrernental ericoder

card, the displacernent of the actuator c¿rn be r¡reasurecl. \\¡ith its rotary optical en-

coder, NI5312 reaches a resolntion of 0.03mm per incrernent. Other necessary systenr

states a):e measrlred by transclucers mounted on the hyclraulic circuit aricl transmittecl

to the DAS-16 boald; meanwhile, the DAS-16 boarcl also transrrrits contlol signals

frour PC to \4oog D765 valve.

Figure 2.3 shows the leahage faults the test rig can simulate. Since the actnator

is symmetric, the positive direction for the rod's movernent is ar'bitrarily defined and

the cylinder chambers of the actuator are labeled accorclingly. The entire systert

strnctnre is shor,vn in Figure 2.4.

Working as a fault simulator', the test rig is designed to reploduce corlnLon faults
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Actuator

Power supply unit

High speed PC

Figr-rr:e 2.2: Hydraulic test rig lvith its irrterfacing.

in tire actuator. These inch,rde the external leakage at both chambers of the actuator

cylinder, the internal (cross-port) Ieahage between the trvo chambers, the supply line

leahage and the return line blockage (flltel blockage). In this stucly, onl5r ¿sfu.¡rt

leakages are consiclered. Figure 2.5 shorvs pictures of the bypasses r'vhere the exterrral

leahages occur. The pipe shown in the centel of both pictures consists of a bypass

that communicates the corlesponcling chaurber ancl the returli 1ine. Two valves, a

bail vaive and a needle valve, are mounted in series on each of the bypasses. The

ball valve is designed to break the h5rdr-aulic flow, while the needÌe valve can be finely

:i
.i

.Y
:-r-

tvtcJ ¡ z

i
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I

I t'hamb¿r l I thanthu'2 I

Actuator
Xn

Figure 2.3: Schematic of actlrator leahages faults.

tuned to create specifrc amolurt of leakage at the chamber it linhs to. The bypass

mechanism for both chambers is similar.

The bypass for tlie cross-port leakage simulation is shown in Figure 2.6a and has

the similar mechanism as external leal<ages. A florv meter is mountecl between tlie

ball valve ancl the neeclle valve. This arlangernent is also applied to the purlp leahage

simulation, shown in Figure 2.6b.

2.2 Dynamic Equations

Understanding the dynamic features of the servovalve and the actuator is essen-

tial. The clynamics of a high perforrnance servovalve can be properly represerrted by

equations given by N4erritt (1967). Given the shape of the clischar-ge orifices, valious

Fluid supply
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I

)1,

.i

fluid supply fluid return

Figure 2.4: Detailed schematic of actr-ration system showing sensors ancl bypasses

models betrveen the spool displacement and the flow can ìle cleveloped. By applying

a linear orifice area gradient related to the spooi clisplacemerrt) the floin' equations of

the servovalve becorne:

,ß6;- rJ
r"l, ) 0 (2.1)
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(a) Chaurber- 1

Figure 2.5: Bypasses for external leakages at either

(b) Chaurber 2

chamber of the actuatol cylincler.

Figure 2.6: Bypasses for cross-port leakage and pump leakage.

(2 2)

where Ç1 and Q2 are the flor.vs between the selvovah,e and the chambers I and 2 of the

actuator. Pressures p" and pe are the purnp pressLlre and the retnrn plessure. The

presslues at chamber 1 and chamber 2 of the cylinder are given as p1 and p2. Variable

zro is the clisplacement of the spool of the serrrovaive. Servovalve paraureters C¿ and

u) are the orifice coefficient of discharge ancl. the orifrce area graclient; ancl p is tire

density of the hyclraulic oil.

Continr.rity equations for hydlaulic florv of the actuator in ¡,vhich internal and

/_

I or : Ca'wtr,rtl (P, - P.) ,r",, 1 0

I O, : Cr'rr",,yffi- p)

(a) Bypass for-crossport ieahage (b) Bypass fol putrp lealtage
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external leakage are modeled, are

(2 3)

,4 is the efl'ective piston area; z¿ represents the actuator displaccurerit; efl'ective

bulk modulus of the h5,d¡¿¡lic fluid is indicated by B. Internal leakage flow across the

piston seal is q¿¿. External florv leaks from chamber' 1 and 2 of the actuator are Ç"¿1 âncl

Ç"¿2, rêspêctively. N4ore detailecl cliscussion ¿bout ieahage modeling rvill be elaborated

in Clrapter 5. V(r") and V2(r") ale the volumes of fluid trapped in corresponding

chambers of the actuator, ancl are formulated b), the following equations:

I uf";: v,o + A(r" - x,n¡n)

| ørr") : vf + A(x*o, - r,)
(2 4)

wlrere I/r0 and Vf a'-e vohrmes of fluid trapped in the supply pipes connectecl to

clrarrber 1 and chamber 2, estiriatecl fron the test rig. X,n¡, àr1d X.,o, aLe the

positions when tire ram is fully retracted arrcl fully extended. Although equatiorr

(2.3) represents the general form of continuity dynarrics, only a healthy systern is

modeled witir the intention to detect the variation causecl by the leal<ages. As a

result, leal<ages 8¿1, Q"tt and c1"¿2 will be sirrir-rlatecl to produce leakages in the program

and estirlatecl in experiments.

The dynarrics of the servovalve are characterized by a typical linear second-orcl.er

system between the spool displacement, u"o, ancl the valve input voltage, z.

1 ,, , 2r1 .". Itt: 
u*i"'+ k';''"'t k*''" (2'5)

wlrere ø,, is the naturaÌ frequency; k"r, is the DC gairr, and d^ is the darnping ratio.

I o, : Ai, + þV(r,)nr t Q¡L t qat

I n, : Ai, - àVr(.")p, - Q¡t * Qaz
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The dynamics of the actuator are modeled based on the pressure diflelence be-

tween the inlet ancl the outlet side of the cylincler. This pt'essrrre difference generates

Lhe force, /,, which pushes the pistorr in the cylinc'ler.

J',: (h - p2)A

The dynamic equation of an ideal unloadecl actuator is

(2 6)

lrLuiu: f o (2 7)

where Triu is the mass of the ram.

2.3 Actuator Fbictions

As an inevitable factor iu moving rnachinery, friction and its iurpact have to be

handlecl carefully. In hyclraulic actuators the seals' friction is substantial clue to the

liigh fluid pressure and may account for up lo 30Ù/a of the total driving force (Lischin-

sky et al, 1999). Because the existence of friction signiflcantly changes the dynamics

of the system, researchers have put considerable efforts into rnocleling friction. In

its simplest forrn, frictiorl can be rriodeled as a sign function with non-unity magn!

tudes. However', this sirnple form generally cloes not satisfy the modeling requirement.

Fol this leason) additional rnodels are cleveloped to clescribe the c'lynamic features of

friction. A typical stick-siip friction moclel was proposecl by Karnopp (1985). Also

repoltecl were state space representation (Canuclas-cle-Wit et al., 1995) and empirical

tlodels (Kr,valt, et al., 1999; Bonchis et al., 1999). After extensive experiments on the

test station, the improved l(anropp modei by Laval (1996) has been adopted in tliis

¿,J
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research to modei the fì'iction in the actuator. Tlle firral fbrm of the moclel is

24

,-T"-l
lf" - (f",

f"

fu

i:t'o I ' I- /"¿)(1 - e-'t )lsgn(i,) + (li, i" + 0

Íu1f"t & ùo,:0

f">.fu & ùu:o

(2 8)

(2 e)

in which, ro is the velocity of the actuator ancl fl is the actuator friction. The

static friction ancl the slip friction are f"¿ ancl /"¿, respectiveiy. Factor a works as the

constaut that decicÌes the decay ratio from stick friction to slip friction, while d is the

effective darnping ratio. The function sgn(.) is a sign fnnction that can be expressed

ó¡.

I * i"+o
sgn(2,¡ :{l¿'l *'

Io ùo:o
Equation (2.8) shows that the friction force is clependent on the actuator force

rvhen the actuator is still. This definitior-l guarantees that static friction is alu,ays op-

posing the driving force with the same rnagnitucle preventing it from moving. After

the actuator starts to move, the friction starts from the stiction when the actuator

velocity is close f,o zero and then decreases when the velocity increases. When the

velocity increases more) the influence of the actuator viscosity becomes significant.

The Karnopp model is a symmetric rnodel. Howevel it can be adjusted to be asyrri-

metric in implementation, which is criticai for actual applications. With this model,

equations (2.6)and (2.7) ale combined to forn the following

f" : (h - pz)A: ,t'tLÌiu I F, (2.10)
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the entire

the state

(2.11)

(2.r2)

eqr-ration

(2.13)

2.4 State Space Model

Based on equations (2.1) to (2.10), tire nonlinear state space moder for

system under normal operating conclition can Ì¡e constructed. Choosing

vector

* : ["r, rz, x4, r 4, r s,ru]t : l, "r, frr, T)2, r a, it o, i "of'

The state space model for the servovalve and the actuator is shown below.

.fl represents the

(2.8) becoures the

[fu - (fu- J"ò(1 - e-P)]ssn(25) t dt:5 u I 0

F"(rs) :

LI - r,6

(-
.. _) øhlcorrr\Etrl'-ø-¿rr) z1 )o'[):<

t "fo 
lc¿wa1ß6;-ij - A:r5l z1 { o

(

., _ ) ffil-corrrrff('s - yg -t Arsl L.1) oz¡:1
I *# l-C¿r'rfr@" - ,) i Arsl z1 ( o

ù¿: ïs

,t: *(Ar2 - Ar3 - F.("r))

ùe : -2dn unr6 - r".r, + k"ral'tt

actuator friction. With the definition of the state variables.

; follorving:

r
.Ja

I
Jst

correspondinglS,, the sigir function is:

Í"<fu k rs:o

f"> fn & ïs:0

f,ll :ts#o

It zs:o
(2.r4)sgn(25) :
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In order to apply the discrete EKF algorithrr, ancl to meet the requirerlent of

digital computing, equation (2.12) is cliscletized using the forr'r'ard difference method.

Eqtration (2.I2) is thus approxirnatecl by a discrete nonlinear state space model showrr

in equation (2.15), in which ? is the sampling intervaÌ.

r1(k+I):Tra(k) +21(A)

26

(rB
- /r- r\ I vr(*nt*DlC¿'wz1(k)ï2\h -t lJ : I

I qi*folcrtu-r'1(a)
(rp

z3(À*1) : I "-6frFñl-c¡wt'.(k)
l. ø#tni- ctwt:{k)

'ß6ø-p)
ß6:- ^ø

Tr5(k) + ra(k)

f;(Arz(k) - Ars(k) - F,(ub(Æ))) + rs(k)

T l-2d*ø.ru (k) - al,r 1 (k) I k 
",,alu(k + 1 ) ] + 16 (k)

actuator frictiorr is presenteci by the follor,i,ing equations:

lf ",- (f", - J'"t)(1 - c--ï-)]ssn(r5(Æ))

+clr5(k) l"r(,k)l

l"u('t)l

l"r(À,)l

and the

Ar5(k)l + r2(k) z1(k) > 0

Ar5(k)l + r2(k) 
'^ 

1(k) < 0

+ Ar5@)l+4(k) z1(,k) > o

+ Ar5(k)) + z3(k) z1(k) < 0

(2. 15 )

(2.16)

z,(P" - zz(Æ)) -
?(u(k\ - n-\ -p\ L\ / t Ll

r4(k + 7) :

r5(k + t) :

r6(k + r) :

Agairr, the

F.(rs(,k)) :
f"
.t

.J st

Ja " Jst

.l u'- .l st

)'uo

lUo

1 'uo

sign

k

,k

where u, is the threshold for zero in nunerical cornputation function is:

(2.r7)

The actual system parameters applied in the state space model ar-e listed in Table

2.7. The pararnetels relatecl to the stlucture of the test rig are obtainecl frour the

| ",(À
sgn(r5(Æ)) : { l"(A'ì lt'(k)l )'o

lo lz5(À)l <u,
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product specifications of tlre actuator, the servovalve and the por,ver unit. The val¡e

of bulk modulus, ,6, reportecl in this table is taken frorn N4errit (1967). The fiiction

model pararneters are resttlts ì¡asecl on a series of experirrents fol identif),ing the

friction model. This procedure is shou,n iri Chapter 3. The deterrniriation of sampling

time is also based on simulation and experimentai results which will be elaboratecl in

following chapters.

Table 2.1: Hyclraulic test station parameters

Parameter Value Pararneter Value

A (-')
-" (kg)

X"*¿, (m)

X^o, (:nt)

d (N.s/rn)

C¿

,6 (Pa)

/", (N)

/", (N)

a (m/s)

6.33 x 10-'1

10.0

0

0.6069

350

2.915 x 70*2

6.89 x 108

2.4xI03

1.1 x 103

0.04

k",,(Y lm)
cu,, (rad/s)

I(1,,

Yro (-')
7ro (m3)

p (kg/-')
u,(rn/s)

'w (n2 f rn)

7 (')

2.794 x 70-5

200.0r

0.7

2.I4 x 70-5

2.\4 x 10'5

847.r5

0.001

2.075 x 70-2

0.001

27



Chapter 3

Model Validation

In this Chapter, simulations ancl tests are calried out to validate the state space

rnodeÌ clevelopecl in Cirapter 2. Fr-iction moclei parametels are identilìecl through ex-

periments prior to the simulation to obtain an accurate friction rnodel. Turo types of

signals, sinusoidal ancl varying frequency inputs, are applied in the vaiidation. To be

specific, the input signais ale applied to both the actual s)'stem and the sirnulation

program in open-loop mocle, therr the actual systern measurernents ancl the simu-

latiorr results are compared. In this valiclation, the simulation plograrrr aclequately

represents the acti-ral system.

3.1 ldentification of Fbiction Parameters

Acculate frictiorr moclel paraureters are necessaly for the system moclel. Exper-

iments have been carriecl out on the test rig in tr'vo steps: (1) obtaining the plot of

taking-off actuation fblce vs velocity and (2), obtaining the average actuation for-ce

under different velocities. The actuator- u'orks in unloaded mode in both scenarios.

To be specifi.c, step (1) records the actuation folce u'hen the actuator starts to nr.ove.

This is achieved by slowly increasing the input of the servovalve. In the experiments,
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this irrcrease is controllecl by the PC. Peaiçs of the actuation force are obselved even

without noticeable change on the velocity curves. The acceleration force can thus be

ignored and the maxirnum actuation forces ate recorcled as the stiction. Ten locations

are sampled evenly along entire length of tire stroire and the average value is adopted.

In step (2), specific constant velocities ale maintained and the avelage actuatiorr

force is obtained. The average fbrce is recorclecl as the slip friction at corresponcling

velocity.

'With 
experiments in diffelent velocities, the Fol'ce-vs-Velocity curve is obtarnecl.

Figure 3.1 shor,r's the experirnental values for'/"¿ ancl /"¿ are aronnd 2.z1hN and 1.11çN,

respectiveiy, r'vhile the darnping ratio, d, is arouncl 250- 360 N.s/m. The factol, a,

is chosen as 0.04 rn/s according to the actual rneasurernents. The velocity-dependent

friction rnodel is also shown in Figr-rre 3.1. After these parameters determinecl, the

siniulation prograrn outputs inatch the actual system nieasurements.

3.2 Validation of State Space Model

The state space moclel is valiclatecì by comparing the sirnulatecl and the rneasurecl

states given the saure input signals. With the same inpi-rt seqltence, the sirnr-rlation

program and the actual actuator are supposecl to prodr-rce sirnilar state trajectolies.

Simulations shown in this section Lrse tu¡o types of input signals: sinusoidal inputs

ancl varying fi'equency sinusoidal inputs. The actuator typically u'orks with low fre-

quency region. Therefore, the varying frequency inputs reveal the actuator''s rvorking

bandwiclth.

29
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Figr,rre 3.1: Exper:inental curves of actuatol fi.iction.

3.2.L Sinusoidal Inputs

The sinusoidal signal, z:3.0sirr(2rl + 0.1) volts, is appliecl as the iirput for tlie

servovalve. The test rig arrcl the sirnulation both run fbr 10 seconcls. Results are

slrown in Figures 3.2 to 3.6, which are the trajectories of the actuatol displacernent,

ru, the chamber pressures p1 and p2 and the spool displaceme\t, r"o.

From Figure 3.2, it can l¡e seen that the sir¡lulation program successfully represents

the actuator displacernent. The siurulated ancl the rne¿lsui'ecl clispiacernents ale so

close to eacir other that it is difficuit to distinguish them in the plot. An ilpward

sitifting is observecl on the plot. This shift indicates the actuator is clrifting tor,r,ards

one side of tire cylincler during the ilovernent. This is due to âsyr¡m"rru of the

0.5

+a,t
ï.H+il+i
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Figure 3.2: Selvovalve inputs, ureasurecl and simulatecl actuator clisplacernents (rnea-

sured and simulated displacernents overlap).

extencling friction and the retraction friction, as well as the tiny sp6o1 drift in the

servovalve. By acljr-rstirrg the fiiction moclel, this clrift can be successfr-rlly sirnulatecl.

Figure 3.3 shou,s cletailecl trajectories of the ureasurecl ancl simulatecl actuator

displacernent and corresponding siurulation error'. The range of the simulation error

is witlrin 2 x I0-3 m with ¿ìn average of 2.8 x 10-a rn. Cornpared to the arrplitucle of

tb.e movement, this errou can be ignored. The coruparison between tlie nteasurement

and the sirnulation of chamber pressures is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The figures

show that the simulation data ale close to the actual chamber pressures and tire ert'ors

ale withirr the lange of 106 Pa. Avelage values of the pressur:e errors at chautbers 1

ancl 2 are 1.8 x 105Pa and 1.1 x 105Pa. These er'rols are rvithin I0% of the actual

nr.easluenìents ancl are consiclerecl acceptable. In EKF nodelirig, these errors are

VV\A/\
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classifiecl as modeling uncertairities which ale r-ept'esented by process noises.
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Figure 3.3: Closeup plot of the m.easurecl (N4) ancl sirnulatecl (S) actuatol clisplace-
tnents, and the simulation elror.

The displacernerìt of serr¡ovalve spool is shown in Figure 3.6. By carefully investi-

gating the figure, it is seen that a bias exists in the measlrrement curve. This bias is

caused by the imprecision of the ser-vovalve ancl can be iurproved by recalibrating the

servovalve. The average of this bias is -9.8 x 10-6 m, i.e. I0% of the actual amplitude

of the spool clisplacement.
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(lVI) and sininlateci (S) pressr-rre at chamber 1, and simulation

3.2.2 Varying Fbequency Inputs

To ftrrther test the system rnodel in frequency clomain, specially desigrrecl valying

frequencl, inputs are applied. With the input 3.0sin(r(1 + í)t) volts, the actuator

runs for 40 seconds so that the frequency of the input signals range from 0.5-10.5H2,

which covers the bandwidth of actuator operation. Test resnlts are shou,n in Figures

3.7 to 3.11. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 sllou' th¿rt the sirnulated actuator clisplacements

matches the actual ûreaslrreÌrìents r,vith an error range of 4 x 10-3 m. Simulation

results for the chamber pressrrres are shor'vn in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, in which the

average elrors are 5.6 x 103Pa ancl -2.4x105Pa at chamber 1 ancl 2.

Sirnulation result for the spool displacement is shown in Figr-rle 3.11, in q,hich it

can be observed that the simr-ilation error of the spool clisplacernent increases wherr
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Figure 3.5: N4easurecl (i\4) and simulated (S) pressure

error.
at chautJrer 2, and simul¿rtion

the frequency of the input signal increases. This indicates the model is not sufficiently

leflecting the actual s)¡stem chalactelistics in high frequency region. However, this

error is acceptable u'ithin the normai lange of operating frequency.

With the test shown above, it can be corrcluclecÌ that tLre clevelopecl state space

model can effectively represent the actual test rig, though tlre sirnulation errors are

inevitable aird some of thern have to be seriously consiclered when constructing the

process noise covariance matlices in iater sections.
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Chapter 4

Development of Fault Detection
and fsolation Scheme Based on
Kalman Filter

Kalman filter is named after its inventor, Rudolf Emil Kalman (borrr \4ay 19,

1930). This rnathematical technique is now u,iclely used in control s)'stems ancl avion-

ics to extract a signal from a selies of incornplete arrd noisy rneasuretrtents. In 1960,

R.E. Kahnan (1960) published his famous paper ciesclibing a recnrsive solution to the

discrete-data linear filtering problern. Since that time, due in large part to aclvarices

in digital computing, the KaÌman filter has been the subject of extensive research and

application, particularly in the area of autonomous ol assisted navigation.

The basic Kalman filtering algorithm is delived applying stochastic process and

probability theory to linear problems. It provicles a general way to statisticaily esti-

mate the states of a linear cÌynarnic systern if the state space model of the s)rstern is

l<nown. The concept of extended Kalman filter (EKF) is developed iater to fr-rrther

expancl tliis algorithur to time-varying arrd even nonlirrear systerns. EKF continually

linearizes tile rnodel of the system at each step around the ¿ posterzori estimate of

tlre state vector that is obtained at last sampling tirne and conputes the ¿ priori
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estimate of the state vector for current sarnpling time. Corrections to this a priori

estirnate are then calculated using ner,v ûleasulerlents to update the a priori estimate

to tlre a posteriori estirnate of system states at culrent satlpling time.

4.I Basic Kalman Filter

First consicler a lirrear clynamic system representecl in the form of a linear state

space difference equation.

xr:Axr-r*Bu¡*\Mw¡.-1 (4 1)

where x¡ is the system state vector of dimension ru. Vector u¡ is the input vector of

dimension r. Ais thenxntransitionmatrix; B isthenxr input rrratrix; \Mis

the r¿ x s process noise matrix and vectors w¡ r'€pr€s€nts the process rioise that has a

climension of s. Tire available measlrrernents are modeled by the following equatiori:

z¡.:Hx¡fv¡ (4.2)

in wirich, z¿ is the rneâslrrement vector of clirnension rr¿. II is the rr¿ x r¿ rLeasllrernent

rnatrix, and v¡ is the üì.easurement noise vector of dirnension rr¿. The process and

rreasurement noises are asslurì.ed to be white, Gaussian and indepenclent of eaclr

other. With these assumptions, the noises can be regarded as stationary stochastic

processes that have norrnal probability clistributions with mean values equal to 0 and

covariarice rnatrices Q and R; i.e., distributiorrs f(w) - 1V(0, Q) and f(") - N(0, R),

where the rrotation ly' r'epresents nolrnal distr-ibution.

At current sarrpling tirne, li;, the ¿ posteriori estinrates of the systern states at

sampling time k - 1 are available and cari be clenotecl as xir. The purpose of Kalrnarr
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fllter is to obtain the ¿ posteriori estimate, xf,, for culrent szrrnpling tirne using

tlre information of xf-r and cLrrrent m.easurenr.enl z¡,. Since the system is regarclecì

as a stochastic process, the systern states {x¿li : 0, 1, , k} are ranclorn variables

and their probability distributions are conditional with the existence of measurement

sequence {21 z¿}. If \4¡e asslune this conditional clistlibution to be Gaussian, the

expectation of x6 is the optimal estiurate, i.e. x[ : Elx¡lz1 z¡], where t]re oper.ator

E['] denotes the expectation of a ranclom variable. Corresponclingly, the corrclitronal

covariance matrix is given * Êf : E[(xr - "il)(x¡ - xf )rlz1 z¡]. The co¡clitiorral

plobability clensity is:

f (xrlz, zn) ol(*r, -*f )(ef )-1(x¡.-*;)Tl (4 3)

Define the u priorz estimate at current sampling time as *;. It can be obtainecl

as tlre optimal estimate at the kth sarrpling tirrre based on the a poster"iori estimate

at the (Æ - i)th sampling time, rvLiictr is x[ : Axf_r * Bu¡_1. The conditional

covariance matrix is given as P* : E[(xr - *;)("0 - *[)tlr, zn-\. It can be

ploved (N4aybeclt, 1979) that the follorvrng lelations exist providing aforernentioned

state vector and noise distlibutions are applicable.

*f : *a *K¡(z¡ - H*t) (4 4)

Pf : (r - KÀH)P; (4 5)

P¡ : APf-1Ar + wQwr (4 6)

rn'here K¡ is defined as the Kalmau gain, and is given by the following equation:

4I

(zz)"lPf 
I

K,r : Pr Hrlue;ur + R)-t (4.7)
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Equations (4.4) Lo (4.7) present an irnplementation for- linear Kalman filter. füorn

these equations the Kalman filter algolithm can be clescribed as trvo stages of com-

putation: (a) the filter predicts the system state at current sarnpling tirne with the

infornration of previous inputs aricl rneasurernents (u priori); (b) tire prerlictioir of the

systen state is corrected using the infornatiorr of rneasnrernents at curlent sampling

tinre, and an adjustable Kaluran gain (a Ttosterzorz):

Stage I: time updating (prediction):

(4 8)

Stage 2:

Kr : Pr HrlHe;ur + R;-t

"il 
: "t -lK¡(z¡ - H"t)

Pf:(r-KAH)P;

(4 e)

Tlris algoritirm adopts a recursive way to propagate the u poster"iori estirnates

following the evolution of the actual system state.

4.2 Extended Kalman Filter

Basic Kalman fllter gives a generai u'a), for estimating sta,tes of a linear stochastic

difference equation. For time-var:ying ancl nonlinear systems, hou'eveI , a Kalman

filter that linea,rizes the model of a,n a,ctual system arouncl the current rrrean aucl

covaliance is errrployed. This is referred to as the algolithnr of extended Kalman fllter-

(EKF). The basic algorithur for EKF is sirnilar to those of Kahnan filter. Consider a

nonlinear system representecl by the following stochastic difference equation (Welch
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o; : A*l_, r Bu¡

I nt : APil-lAr + wewr

measllrements upclating (correctiori) :
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ancl Bishop, 2001)( Jazwinski, 1970):

I *o :f(*,..-r, ur, w¡..-r)

i ,u : h(x¡, v¡)
(4.10)

where f ( ) and h( ) are the nonlinear functions clescribing the system state vector', x¡,

ancl the nÌeasurernent vector, z¡. Vector u¡ is the input vector of c'linension r.. The

process noise ancl uteasltrentent noise vectors w¡ and V¡ âre s-vector ancl r¿-vector as

defined before. The linearized representation of this nonlinear system is

(4. i 1)

wlrere xt is the a priori estimate of systeri state ol in other urorcls, the predictiorr

of the system states at current sampling time given the information of previous esti-

mation aud measurements; and 2¡ is the approxirnation, calculatecl by the following

equations

f *, = x¡ + A(x¡-r - xr-¡) + Ww¡.-1

[ ,o = 2r.* H(xr'- i,,]) r vv¡.

f ou : f(*r*-,, ur, o)

I uo : h(xt, o)
(4.12)

A, H, W, and V are Jacobian rnatrices of the linearizecl model upclatecl at each

sarnpling tinie. Sr"rppose the crirrent instant is saniplilrg tirne Æ, the rnatrices at-e

obtairred by

(4.13)

(4.r4)

(4.15)
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r ¡ oht,ll
v Å'[,,i] : 

ArfrL l,or.n,

\Ä/ith tlie linealization above, tlie complete EI(F algorithnr

into two stages as shown in the following:

Stage 7: tirre upclating equations (prediction):

(
I *u : f (xI-, , ua, o))^
ì

I Po : API-,Ar + wrQ¡-,wil

Stage 2: rrreasLrrerïents updating equations (correction):

Kr : PtHrlHe;ur + vÈRÀvT)-1

*f : *¡ + K¡ lz¡ - h(*A , o)]

Pi:(r-KAH)P;

(4.16)

can also be gloupecl

(4.r7)

(4.18)

As seen, the updating equations of EKF are similar to those of the staliclat'd

KF. However in trKF, the Jacobian matrices are upclatecl at each step, À;, clue to

the requirement of continual linearization. The measnlernent ancl tlte process noise

covariance matrices are also considered to be changing at each step. However, sirnilar

to those in the derivation of basic Kalman filter, the noise covariance matrices can be

constant if the noises are stationaly pr:ocesses that are rvhite ancl Gaussian. In this

researclt, th.e covariauce rnatrices wel-e estimated prior to the experiment.

4.3 Application to Hydraulic Actuation Systems

To apply EKF algoritlirn to the state space nodel represented by equation (2.15),

it is necessary to deterrnine the elenients of Jacobian matrices A, \M, H and V. Given

the sarnpling time ?, the elernents of matrix A can be obtainecl frorn eqr:ation (4.11)
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AS

^ af l0ï, 0f,
0x l?x' 0x'

0Js 0.ful'

-.-l
dx ðx)
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øêfu c r* 
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0
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0

ðft 0Ío
A*' A*' (,1.19)

z1(k) > 0

11(k) < 0

z1(Æ) > 0

where
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u.Jz

0x

ôf,
0x

ôft
0x
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ofs
0x

wæ@ñ(- c¿'wr1(k)

-'ry#øv'(r4 (,k) ) | - C ¿'w t lk) ,ry:-;fÐ +.ar5(k)1,

ø#ø(o),
0

*:ro, o, o, 1, T, ol

[0, L4, -!-;^, o, Grffi*1, o]

z1(,() < o

0Ís :
0x

0f'
; : l-r'.7, 0, 0, 0, 0, (-2ct,,u.T + r)l

ffi ß the first older derivative of the friction model u'ith respect to the actu-

ator velocity, z5(k), and is given in equation (4.20). Since the friction is piecewise

continuous , #6 is definecl on15, 6¡ the continuous portions of the friction moclel.

(4.20)

H changes when different possible measurenent combinations are chosen. If the

rneasurement is the actuator clispÌacerneut, z, then H is a (1 x 6) rnatlix

H:[0 0 0 1 0 0] (4.2r)

therr H rnatrix as

dF" | -"+""-E{qsg,,("r'5(,t)) + rl lrr(,(,)l ) ,o

,t,{k):lo 
lrr(1,) 11,.

10

01

If the lneasurements are p1 a"nd p2

IoH: I

Io

isa(2x6)

0 0 0l

o o']
(4.22)
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If tlre rneasurements are !xa, pt ancl p2 then H is a (3 x 6) rnatrix as

00
H :10 

1

0100
0000
1000

(4 23)

00

,6) areAssume the noises w¿(i,: L,

rnatrices of W and V are unity

independent of each other, the covariance

matlices.

4.4 Residual Error Generation and Fault Detec-
tion

By applying the EKF estimator to the h}'c1tu.Ut. s)¡sterlt) a seqlience of estiniated

state vectors, {*f, li : 7,...,,k}, is availa}¡le. The basic algorit}irn is to cornpale

at each saurpling time, k;, the estirnated state vector, *f, with the measurecl state

vector, z¡, to compute the estimation resiclual vector, e¡.

Qn: zn - H*il (4.24)

Under normal operating condition, outpr-rts of the EKF estimator should closely con-

verge to the actual system states at each sampling time. However, du.e to the Lrncel-

tainties in rnocleiing, the resiclual emors) €¡, àr€ tnairrtainedl at relatively lor,r' levels

but can not be eliminatecl i,vhen the systenr is liealthy. Thus, the residual elrors under'

normal conditions reflect the estimation errors. When a fault occlrrs) the systeur's

cl1,¡u^t. featnres change. Theoretically, a cliscrepancy lies between the fäulty systerrt

ancl tire EKF estimator which is designecl based on the healtliy systern. Due to this

discrepancy, the estimation of tlie EKF on specifrc s)'sten states cliverges frorn the

measured state trajectolies. By tracing the valiation of the lesidual er-r'or-s) a fault
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can be detectecl. N4eanr'r'hile, by obselving the pattern of the residual errols) different

faults can be identified.

Residual errors ale further processecl aftel the experiments ìry appl5,i11g the uroviug

average methocl to the e):ror sequences. Extra noises in the residual erroì:s that are

caused by system vibratiorr can thus be reclucecl arrcl the main statistic cliaracteristics

are rnore significant. The moving a\/era,ge of the eì'rors (N4AE), eo, is calculatecl frorr
\-A

eo : Q-Ft, where the size of the data winclow, rù, is chosen as 4000 (szr,urpled at

1000H2) considering the working banclwiclth of the actuator.

4.5 Initial Conditions

In the absence of any clata at initial tirle k : 0, choices for the initial state

vector, *oF, ancl the covariance matrix, Êj-, .orl l¡e accorciingly set to the expected

values (Haykin, 2001). In practice, Êf, .ur-r be set to a sufiÊciently positive-definite

matrix that is ciiagonally salient. In this resear-ch, Êd- " set to be a diagonal matrix

r,vitlr Êf,[2, i) : L}a. The initial vectol can be albitrarily chosen. However, basic

physical lules have to be compliecl r,vith - the irritial values of the chantber pressures

slrould be within the range of [pu, p"l. Therefore, the initial vector appliecl in this

research is *f,: [0rn,6.8 x 106Pa,6.8 x 106Pa,0rrr,0ur/s,0m/s]t, itt which the

clr¿l,mber pressures are reasonably set to be the mean of p" and p".
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Chapter 5

Leakage Fault Detection in the
Absence of External Load

In this chapter, expeliments ale carriecl out on the test rig to investigate the

performance of the proposecl FDI scheme. Both open-loop ancl closecl-loop config-

urations are tested in the experiments. In open-loop configuration, only sinusoidal

input signals are applied to the test rig. Whiie in closed-ioop configuration, which is

more practical to inclustrial appliczrtiorrs, both sinusoidal and pser-rdo-ranclom positio¡

references are tested.

The experiments focus on leakage faults in the actuator. Both internal aricl ex-

telnal leakages, as mentioued in the previous section, are incliviclr-rally set i¡ the

experirnents. For each leakage fault, tno levels of leakzrge are tested.

The sampling frequency for the experirnents is 1000 Hz. This frequencv has bee¡

tested to be the lorvest applicable sarnpling frequency for EKF to effectively converge

to the s),stem rnodel. The actuator displaceinent, the cylinder pt'esslrres at chamber

1 and 2 anc'l tire spool displacer¡rent are nleasured online. However, only the rneasur-e-

ments of the actuator displacernent and the chamber pressures are usecl as the inputs

to trKF. Togethel with tire systen input z, the EI(F estimator requirecl fbur i¡puts.
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Tire process noise covariauce rnatlix, which is determi¡ecl empir-icall5, *i¡¡ sufficient

consideratioll ott rnodeling r-rncertainties and simulatiorr et'rors, is shown belorv:

10-20

Q:
10-6

10-6

l0 -20

It is assumed that tire noise characteristics of different s)¡stern states are inciepen-

deut of each other. The measulerrrent noise variances are deternined as 10-a rn for

the actuator displacernent, and 106 Pa for the chamber pressures, i.e. the matrix R

is given as tlre following: R : rl'ia,g[r0-'1 106 10u ] in all the experiurents, the

actuator clisplacement, and the charrrbeì: plessures ale uteasurecl; therefbre, equatiori

4.23 is applied.

5. 1 Open-Loop Tests

In this section, the sinusoidal inpr-rts, .¿¿ : 3.0sin(rú + 0.1), are applied to the

test rig. In each experiment, the actuator is rnovecl to an initial positron prior to

the experiment. The purpose of this initial positioriing is to prevent the actuator

from running ottt of its stlol<e. Each experirnent lasts for 40 seconds and a fault is

manually initiated on the test rig at the 18ú/¿ seconcl. Since the system runs in open-

loop configuratiotl, no correction effect is expectecl i,vhen the actuator heeps clrifting

towat'ds one end due to the leakage on that side. The configuration of ttre EKF
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estimator is shown in Figure 5.1 whele it can be seen that the resiclual errors are

direct subtraction of the actual rneasrrrerlents and tÌreir estiurates.

sampler

[xn (k), n&), pz&)]'

ek

t;,i(k), i,i@,i,;rÐl'

Figure 5.1: Test rig and extended Kalman filter in open-loop configuration

5.1.1 External Leakage Fault Detection
Leakage Fault at Chamber 1

Experimental results are sholr,n in Figures 5.2 to 5.5. It cau be observecl that

the actuator heeps shifting towarcls chauiber 1 after the leakage occnrrecl. This is

obviously due to the leakage at chamber' 1 which reduces the por.ver to push the

piston towarcls chamber 2.

Leahages are llreasured and recorded. Different levels of leahage can be obtained

by nianualiy tuning the opening of corresporicling neeclle vitlve, r,vliich are shorvu in

Figure 2.5 and 2.6. In the experiments, two levels of leakage (Lorv arrcl High) are

genelated and tested. Since the leakage flou' is essentiallS, deperrdent on the pressure

difference, consta,nt leakage flor,i' is impossible for the system. The concept of leakage
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coefficient (LC) is introcluced to evaluate the leakage ancl clifierent urodels have been

developed to describe the leakage flow as shown in the follorving equations.

q¿L: ku(pt - pz)

Qe[r:k"n(h-l¡")

Qet2: ku¿z(pz - I¡")

(5 1)

q*:kr\[(pr*pr)

QetI: k"nr@, U)

Qer2: k.,rr[@, - p")

wlrele constants k¿1, k"n antlk"¡2 are the corresponcling LCs. Equation (5.1) assuures

that the leakages ale propoltional to the pressule clifference while equation (5.2) as-

sumes that the leakages are proportional to the squale root of the pressure difference.

From the actual measurement of the leakage flow, ,ku¿1 is available using equation

(5.3) when the line¿-r,r rnocì.e1, which is representecl irr equation (5.1), is appliecl:

trô¿¿

and

kelz

(5.2)

(5 3)t',.: 1 Qdt .: .6Tx10-s \etl
toc¿, - l0t.60 (p, - p) r'u¡ ^ rv 

@t - Iù

in wlrich the leakage frow q.¿1is in liter pel minute (l/min) and tire chamber pressures

are iri Pascal (Pa). The leakage ancl the corresporcling LC are shou,n in Figule 5.6b.

Horvever the plot of k"¡1is still r'ery noisy in Figure 5.6 cìue to tlie nreaslrreürent noise

and the oscillation of the systern. The rnean of the LC with lower leakage is k"¿1 :

1.59 x 10-12 (mS/s.Pa) and the standard cleviation ís o"¿1:3.79 x 10-13 (rn3/s Pa).

When the square-root model is applied, k"¿1 is obtained using equation (5.4). The

nean of the LC with iorvel leakage is k"¡1:3.87 x 10-e (rr3/s.Pa) and the standard
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103 . 60 ,Mr,ttò

deviation is ø"¿1 : 8.03 x 10-10 (rn3/s'Pa).

t^Ncll -
(5 4)

Tlie plot of the conespondirrg LC is shown in Figure 5.6a. It can be seen the LC

obtained from the square-root model is slightly less fluctuatecl than the linear urociel.

However, due to the difference of the models, the two plots are incornparable. An

index of indicating how intensive the fluctuation can be defrned by comparing the

ratio of o¿¿1 Ð.Írd k"¿1 since the mean and the standard cleviation frorn both models

are available, as sltown in the following equation.

":Lr y lggV
ke,lt

(5 5)

For k.¿1, this index is 23.8% with the linear-moclel ancl20.7To with the square-root

nlodel. Therefore the square-root rnoclel is more applicable for leakage estirnation ancl

it will be used for later experimental data in this study.

Referring to Figures 5.4 arrcl 5.5, it can be seen that the chamber presslrres change

radically when the leakage is set at the 181å second. However, the BKF estimator can

only closely trace the variation of the pressule at charnber 2. The estirnation of the

pressure at chamber 1 obviously cliver-ges from the actual llleaslrrelterrt. Tire plots for-

the moving average of the resiclual errols shorv that the t'esictual etlor of the pressttle

at chamber I increases lapiclly arrcl is then stabilized at a higher level, r'rdrereas the

uroving average of the resiclual error at chamber 2 does not chauge rnuch even after

the leakage is set. This difference clearly indicates the occurrence of the leal<age at

charnber 1.

(p, - p")
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Figure 5.2: Valve input, actuator displacement and lealcage at chamber 1.
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Figure 5.3: Measured and overlapped estimated actuator displacements, residual er-
rol, and NfAtr.
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Figure 5.4: Measured (M) and estimâted (E) pressures at chamber 1, residual error,
and lViAE. Estimated pressure follows the measured closely when there is no leakage.
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Figur-e 5.5: Measured and overlapped estimated pressures at chamber 2, residual error
and MAE.
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Figure 5.6: Leakage and the leahage coeffìcient at charnìrer 1.

Leakage Fault at Chamber 2

Considering the symmetric structure of the a,ctuator, the performance of the

proposed FDI scheme with leakage at chamber 2 is expected to be similar to that

at cltanrlter 1. Experitttents verifiect tliis precliction. Figure 5.7 shows the plot of

the leakage and corresponding k"¿2 at chamber 2. The mean value of the leakage

r:ocfÊcicnt ts E.¿2 : 4.04 x 10-s (-'/t . Pa) ancl the standard variance is ø,¡1 :

7.03 x 10-10 (m3/s'Pa). Similar to the calculation of k"¡1in section 5.1.1, the co-

efficiertt k"¿2 is estimated as the following:

lín,: -j -. -:3L : r.67 x 1o-5.103.60 
1f(n, 

_ aò
(5 6)

Figur-es 5.8 to 5.11 show the experimental results related to the lorv leakage fault

at chamber 2. In Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the actuator keeps shifting towards

(b)

(c)

(p, - p")
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chamber 2 due to the leakage on the same side. It is also clearly seen from F'igures 5.10

and 5.11 that the moving averâge of the residual error of the pressure at chaml¡er

2 increases from 105 to 2 x 105 (Pa) and remains at this level after the leakage is

created, while the residual error at chamber 1 does not change sigrrificarrtly everr after

the fault has occurred. Therefore the EKF estimator clearly iclcntifics thc occullcncc

of chamber leakage faults through the increase of residual error at the faulty chamber.

tn
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Figure 5.7: Leakage and the leakage coerfficient at cltanrber 2.

5.L.2 Internal Leakage Fault Detection

Difl'crcnt fi-orn thc cxtclnal lcakagc faults at thc actuator-chambers, the int,ernal

leakage occurs on the piston seal. The lealiage florv thus nr.oves from higher-pressure

side to lower'-pressure side of the actuator wl:en the system is running. This leakage

is introduced by adjusting the needle r,aìve mounted on the bypass that connects the
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Figure 5.11: iVleasur-ed (\4) and estimated (E) pressures at chamber 2, eLror and l\4AE
(estimated pïessure closely follows the measured when there is no leakage).
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two chambers, which is shown in Figure 2.6a. Similar to that in previous sections,

the estimation of k¿¿ is obtained by applying the square-root model.

:7.67 x 10-5 (b./)

Figure 5.12 shows plots of the leakage and corresponding k¿¿. The mean of the

lcakagc cocfficiclit is obtainccl as k¿¿ : 1.11 x 10*8 (rn3/s.Pa), and the standarcl

cleviation is o¿¿ : 2.60 x 10-e (m3/s . Pa).

The valve input and actuator displacement are shown in Figure 5.13. Comparing

thc plcit of lcakagc in tho sarne figurc, it carr bo scen that thc arnplitude of the actuator

displacement is reduced due to the internal leakage.

Generally, internal leakage damps the movement of the actuator and sigrrifici:r,rrtly

a,flixrts tltc rtsitltr¿rl cn'or of thc actuator rlisplacr:rncnt (Figulr:5.14). This is rlifli:r'cnt

from the residual errors with exter-nal leakage faults (Figures 5.3 and 5.9). trxploring

the experimental results shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, it can be observed that the

residual error of the chamber pressrÌres both increase.

5.1.3 Fault Detection with Different Level of Leakages

By applying different level of leakages orr tlie test rig, the variation of ihe residual

errors relatecl to the chattge of lealiage flows can be obtairrecì. Table 5.1 shows the

leakage faults applied to the actuator.

Experimental results show that EKF is sensitive to the pa,rameter change and

the anrount of lealiage. A mirtirtru¡n external lealiage florv of 0.154l/min is detectecl.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show trvo levels of leakage at ciramber 1 and vari¿r,tion of cor-

responding MAE of the chamber pressure pr. With the increase of tlie leakage fiorv

60

103 . 60 ,ll@, _ eùl l(p, - pr)l
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Figure 5.16: Measured (M) and estimated (E) pressures at chamber 2, residnal error
and MAE (estimated pressure closely follows the measured when there is no leakage).

at chamber 1, residual error of the chamber pressure accordingly increases after the

occurrence of the leakage (Figure 5.14). The results shown in Figures 5.20,5.22 and

5.23 illustrate consistent conclusion with the presence of leakage at chamber 2 and

internal leakage.

What is noticeable in the results is the pattern of variations of the residual error

corresponding to different leakage faults. Table 5.1 shorvs these patterns as well.

When clifferent leakage occurs at charnber 1. the MAE of tlie presslrre at chamber

1 increases much more aggressively than that at the other chamber. For- leahage

at chamber 2, the iViAE of pressure at chamber 2 increa,ses. When the internal

(crossport) leakage is initiated, N{ABs of both chamber pressures increase. Therefore

each leakage fault has a unique variation pattern and all three patterrrs are clifÌerent
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Figure 5.19: Low (L) and high (H) leakages at chamber 2. (a): low leakage; (b): high
leakage; (c): comparison of (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.20: MAEs of charnber 2 pressure rvith low and high leakages at chamber 2.
(a): MAE with low leakage; (b): MAE with high leakage; (c): comparison of (a) and
(b)
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Table 5.1: Leakage faults parameters and chambel pressure MAEs in open-loop con-
figuration.

Location of leakage Chamber 1 Chamber 2 crossport leakage
Leakage level Low High Low Hish Low High

Nlean of LC
(-t/r.Pa) x 10-e

Standard deviation
(-t/..Pa) x 1g-to

N4AE of Chamber 1

(Pa) x 106

MAtr of Chamber 2

(Pa) x 106

3.87

8.03

0.19

0.08

7.67

T4.04

0.34

0.11

4.04

7.03

0.10

0.21

9.50

t6.26

0.15

0.40

11.10

26.00

0.16

0.20

14.43

30.90

0.22

0.26

from each other so that the leakage faults can be iclentified by observing the variation

of residual errors.

Also interesting is that, in Table 5.1, it clearly shows that the MAE at the faulty

chamÌ:er increases proportionally with the increase of leakage fault, while for the

internal (crossport) leakage, MAE of both chamber pressures increase proportionally.

5.2 Closed-Loop Tests

Based on tlte tests itt open-loop corfiguration) rnore tests are carriecl out in closed-

Ioo¡l txlrtfigtrt'a,tioll to irrvtxti¡¡atr: thc pr:rfirrrna,ru:r: of thr: FDI scheme with control sys-

tems, whicli is the nolmal operation in actual applications. A proportional controller

is employed in this phase to regulate the motion of the actuator.

The experiments are conducted using two types of references: sinusoidal signal

and pseudorandom signal. The sinusoidal signal is characterized with amplitude of

67
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Figure 5.23: MAtrs of chamber 2

MAtr with low leakage; (b): MAE
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pressure with low and
with high leakage; (c)

high internal leakages. (a):
comparison of (a) and (b).

0.2m and period of 2 seconds and the pseudorandom signal is generated with a region

of [0.05m, 0.5m] and each random value is held for 2 seconds. Each pseudorandom

test applies a unique input sequence.

The proportional controller is implemented by the PC. With a unity feedback

of the actuator displacement and a DC gain of 50, the controller shows satisfactory

steadv-state responses. The blocl< diagram of the system with contr-oller is shown in

Figure 5.24.

To fully investigate the performance of the proposed FDI scheme, aforementionecl

reference signals are applied to the test rig. All the parameters are kept the same as

tliose for opert-loop configuration to guarantee consistericy with the open-Ìoop results.

Sirrce tlre systertt is in closed-ioop configuratiorr, it can Ì¡e seen from Figure 5.24Lhat
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Figure 5.24: Test rig ancl the extendecl Kalnlan filter in closed-loop configuratiou

the trKF acceptes the valve control signal ¿ rather than the reference signal r, as its

input.

5.2.L Sinusoidal References

The experimental results are shown in Figures 5.25 to 5.28. Experiments show

that the conclusions are consistent with those obtained in op<:n-loop conflguratiorr

even though the tests ale carried out under closed-loop control scheme.

Table 5.2 presents the specifications of the leakage faults set to the test rig in

closed-loop configuration ¿rs well as the vanation of movirrg average erïors.

5.2.2 Pseudorandom References

The pseudo random reference sequence sirnulates the working condition for a class

of applications, in which series of simple "position-hold" operations are repeatecl

continuousl)r. This is cornlrton ill oft-highwav rnachinerv and the control surfaces of

airplanes. With this reference sequence, the control signal delivered to the servovaÌve

is similar to what is shown in the subploi for input, Figure 5.29. It is seen from
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Table 5.2: Leakage fault parameters and chamber pressure VIAtrs in closecl-loop con-
flguration.

Location of leakage Chamber 1 Chamber 2 Internal leakage
Leakage level Low High Low High Low High

Mean of LC
(-t/r'Pa) x 10-e

Standard deviation
(-'/. .Pa) x 1g-to

MAE of Chamber 1

(Pa) x 106

MAB of Chamber 2

(Pa) x 106

4.18

12.70

0.24

0.19

7.37

15.43

0.38

0.25

6.06

15.34

0.17

0.32

10.07

20.60

0.20

0.49

70.72

23.60

0.20

0.25

72.28

24.70

0.29

0.31
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Figures 5.29 to 5.32 that the residual errors are not as smooth and constant as those

obtained in sinusoidal test when low leakage occurs at chamber 1. This is mainly

due to the cliscontinuity of the control signal and the significant variance of leakage

flow. Nevertheless, the inclease of residual errors still illustrates the occrurence of the

leakage. The moving average error of the pressure at chamber 1 increases in Fig¡re

5.31 though tlie fluctuation is more noticeable due to randorn excitation. \4ost of

the moving average values exceeds 2 x 105 Pa after the leakage occurrs at the 18th

second, while the moving average of the residual error on the other side stays ltelo¡,r,

2 x I05 Pa. The identification patterns for clifferent leakages still exist u,hen the plots

of the residual errors are investigated. This is consistent with previous conclusions.

When rlifÍèrent lealiage levels are applied to the àctuator, the residual errors show
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their sensitivities to the variation of leakage flow. Figures 5.33 to 5.39 show the

variation of residual errors with different leakage Ìevels. Obserrre the leakage florvs

shown in Figures 5.33, 5.35 and 5.37, it can be seen that due to the pseudorandonr

refer-ellce iuputs, tlie leakage flows are pulsive. Furtherrnore, the leakage flows c]o riot

increase accordingly everi tltough the leal<age coefficients have sigrrificantly incr-easetl.

As a r<tsttlt, ttrt: cliffcrr:nc<: br;twrxln thc MAtr of chambcr prossrÌres is not signif-

icant and constant ranges for L4AEs are hard to obtain. However, when the plots

of \dAEs are cornpared u'ith corresponding lealiage flows, it can be concluded that

highr:r k:akagtt flows catrsr: ìarger inr:r'eascs in rcsidrral orrols. For instanr:c, thc flifir:r-

ence betrveetr the lorv artd high leakage florv in Figure 5.33 are sigriificant betrveen the

20th and the 35th second. The increase of iVIAB with high leakage is consequently
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Figure 5.36: MAEs of chamber 2 pressure with low (L) and high (H) leakages at
chamber 2. (a): MAE with low leakage; (b): MAE with high leakage; (c): cornparison
of (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.38: MAtrs of chamber 1 pressure with low (L) and liigli (H) internal leakages.
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very significarrt cì.uring the sante periocl. This is also verified by the following plots for

leakage at charnber 2 arrd crossport leakage. The specifications of diflèrent leakage

levels are shown in Table 5.3:

Table 5.3: Leakage fault pararneters in closed-loop configuration with pseudorandom
references.

Location of leakage Chamber 1 Chamber 2 Internal leakage
Leakage leveÌ Low High Low High Low High

Mean of LC
(*'/..Pa) x 10-e

Standard deviation
(-t/r.Pa) x lg-to

6.83

10.19

72.69

20.20

8.45

14.58

72.52

20.40

13.42

18.70

15.54

27.50

(b)
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Figure 5.39: MAtrs of chamber 2 pressure with low (L) and high (H) internal leakages.
(a): MAE with low leakage; (b): MAtr with high leakage; (c): comparison of (a) and
(b)

5.3 Summary of Test Results

Experiments show that, with only three low-cost measurements, i.e., the actuator

displacement and the ìine pressures, the constructed EKF-based fault detector is

experimentally shown to successfully identify types and distinguish levels, of external

as well as internal individual leakage faults in the actuator. No specific assurrrptiorrs

about the models for the leakage faults have been made. It is shown that according

to the residual errors obtained by monitoring the chamber pressures orily, different

patterns can be obtained, which can be used to detect leakage faults at the early stage.

Particularly, it is observed that the magnitude of the change of the residual errors)

caused by the leakage faults, increase proportionally with the increase of fault levels.
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This is significarrt since it allows the progress of tÌre leakage flows to be rnorritored.
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Chapter 6

Leakage Fault Detection and
fsolation Subject to External Load

In Chapter 2 to 5, the modeling of a class of electrohydraulic actuation system and

corresponding estimating scheme were introduced. An appropriate scheme for leakage

fault detection and isolation based on EKP theory was developed and tested on an

experimental setup. Hou'ever, the actuation system was only tested in unloaded rnode.

When external load exists, the system characteristics change due to the disturbance

of external loacl ancl experiments verified that the FDI scherne based on unloaded

system modeling does not converge when external load exists. On the other hand,

most actuation systems inevitably interact with the environment such as the air florv

on the aircraft control surface and the dynamic load on the boom or sticÌ< of an

excavator.

Meanwhile, the actuator friction is always an important factor that has to be

handled carefully. Due to its nonlinearity, appropriate modeling of the friction is

difficult and subject to citange with corriponent wear and pararrieter drifting. Some

researchers have shown various a1>proaches to determine the paranetels of certain

friction model (Chinniah et al; 2003). Hor,vever, it is impossible to precisely measlrre
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the friction and set up the friction model for each individual actuator. Therefore

online estimation of friction has apparent advantage in dealing with the nonlinearities

caused by friction.

In Chapter 2, the friction was seperately modeled and was combined with system

modeling. In this chapter, the friction and external load are regarded as time-varying

parameters of the actuation system and are modeled together as an expanded state

variable of the system. Corresponding leakage detection scheme is developed and

shown in this chapter.

6.1 Environmental Setup

To simulate the external load, the environment is approximated as an elastic body

with a large rnodulus of elasticity. On the test rig, a stiff coil spring is emploved f'or

this purpose (see Figure 6.1). The coil spring, with a modulus of 6 x 105 N/m, can

generate up to 6000 N when compressed by 1crn. A force sensor [0-22,000N (50001b)]

is mounted at the end of the actuator rod to instantly measure the external force.

Detailed modeling of the environment or the spring is avoided as the environmenl, is

expected to be estimated and recognized by the FDI scheme.

Figure 6.2 shows the experimental setup. The coil spring is installed on the track

of the rod at certain position so that when the rod extends it presses on the spring.

The spring is then compressed and generates a reactive force. Varying load is thus

obtained at clifferent positions when the compression of the spring.
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Figure 6.1: Coil spring environment simulator.

High speed PC Fluid supply

Figure 6.2: Hydraulic test station with a spring-like environment.
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6.2 Modeling of External Load

An actuator working in actual applications deals with varying loads that are un-

predictable. Attempts have been made to model this operating condition and re-

searches that consider load for real-time control and estimation have been reported

in the literature. Lin (1996) showed a RLS estirnator with torque observer in an

induction motor controller design. The torque observer implementecl inverse dynam-

ics of the motor to observe the torque, while the key parameter of the observer rvas

obtained from an EKF. More direct application of EKF in load estimation has been

reported by Beineke et al (1997) in whose paper the load condition was descril¡ed

by deterministic characteristics. The torque of a motor drive was directly regarded

as an expanded system state in the trKF ancl the estimation of friction and loading

torque was r-eported to be successful. Zavarehi et al (1999) showed the possibility of

estimating some immeasurable key-parameters of a servovalve.

As a statistical method, trKF is based on Bayesian estimation. All system states

are considered to be random variables due to the disturbance of white noises and are

estimated based on previous estimates and updates of the measurements. On tìre

other hand, the dynamic model of the system regulates the evolution of system sta,tes

and characterizes the conditional estimation, shown in the following equation:

^lxi :Elxnlzt'''rrl (6 1)

wlrere *f is the aposterioriestimate at time instance k, El.l represents the expecta-

tion, x¡ is the system state at time instance k, and z¿ (,i :1 . . .k) are the updates of

measurements. When a system parameter, á, is included in this model, it is regarded
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as a random walk with certain mean (expectation) but deteriorated by noise. Ideally,

the parameter is time invariant so that it can be expressed by thc f'ollowing clifltrcnl,ial

equation with noise that can be characte¡ized as a random variable:

where q(ú) represents the density of the white noise. It can be seen from this equation

that tlrc trKF is irrdiflclcnt to thc svstc:rn statcs and tirc palzrrncters so the formulation

of them is identical. Purthermore, the corresponding covariance in the Kaìura,n fiiter

algorithm serves as a design pararneter to describe how fast the pararneter is expected

to vary. The bigger this variance is, the better time-varying parameters are tracked

but the constant parameters are noisier (Beineke et al, 1997).

6.3 Modified System Model and FDI Scheme

6.3.1 System Model

The system model for the actuation system is represented by the flow ecluntions

described in Chapter 2. These equations are referred again for convenience:

rrp)0 (6 3)

d0

dt 
:0 + q(t)

(

I o, : C¿.r,orfl(P, - p)
( "' tr"p(o
I n, : Co.*"l¡ffi" - p)

Without considering the servovalve leakages in the healthy system, we have

(6.2)

I o, : Aro + àvr(r,)p,

I n, : Aùo - lvr(r,)p,

(6.4)

(6 5)
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and the dynamic equation

(

) Vr(""): I/,0 + A(r" - X,,¡n)

| ø{""1 : vzo * A(x,,o,. - ro)

of the selvovalve is given as

(6 6)

(6 7)
1.d^1

4t--ryL--aL-arL- , ^eSD | , &Sn | ; Lsn
N"pai Ë"pan Ksp

Equations (6.3) to (6.7) describe the dynamics of the hydraulic system. To include

the external force in the system modeling, consider Figure 6.2 and equation (2.10),

then the following equation is obtained:

l" : (þ - pz)A : riloÌo + F"+ F, (6 8)

where, as defined before, l, is ttre actuator force generated by the pressure difference

between the two chanlbers. F" is the friction and F,^ is the external resistance force.

For actual applications, F" and $ are unknown but bounded values when the system

is workirrg urtder normai operation condibion, so that the effective load (disturbance)

for the actuator, including friction and external load, can be given as F.: F.* Fr.

This external disturbance is characterized as a stochastic process in the actuator

model and equation (6.8) is rewritten as:

f o: moùo + F, (6 e)

When the external load vaLies, it implies that the mean of this stochastic process

varies. l-urthelmore, if the external load fl does not exist, equation (6.9) becomes

ccluatii-ut (2.f 0) anr-l tlic cstirn¿r,tio¡l of cxtcrna,l lo¿rcl lcflccts the actuator friction.
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6.3.2 FDI Scheme Development

System Re-rnodeling

Similar to the analysis in Chapter 4, this system is regarded as a stochastic process

contaminated with process noise wg and measurement noise v, which can be shown

AS

I t:r({, u) + wa

| " 
: h(€,.,)

where z is the input signal and y is the measurement array. Choosing the actuator

displacement and its velocity, the chamber pressures, the displacement of the valve

spool and its velocity, the state vector is {:I rsp1prtp2,ra1ùn,ùro]T. Corlespondinglv,

the state space model of the actuation system is formulated as:

( _ ( I ^,.t1 -Ç6rtt'1

; I ffi[co*€,\E@- Ð - A{5) + w2
ç2:\

I ofota *€,rEG, - pò - A€,1+.,
(

; J #l-cor,,ãtßG, t'ò + ,4tsl + ws
<3:\

| øfo l-co.€'tfl@.- €') r Á€sl + u¡

€¿:€s*u¿

tr: *(A€" - Atz - F.) + ug

Èa : -2d.,,a.,'€e - r?tt + k"oa,2,u * tu6

€r>g

{t<g

(r>0

{tcg

(6.10)

(6. 11)

To further estimate the unknown external resistance, f is also formulated as a

special state. EI(F regards this parameter as a random valiable so that the stochastic
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process in equation (6.10) is expanded as the

t¿l lr(€,,)l.l:l
LOJ I O

y : h(€, t)

following system:

I [*, ]

].1*,1

where 0:lF"l represents possible pararneter array being estimated and w, is the corr-e-

sponding noise array. Following the formulation of equation (6.12), an expanded state

vector can be defllred in a genelal forrn as x : [€ 0]t : lr"p, pt, pz, ro, ùo, ù"r, F.)'

and the corresponding noise array can be rewritten as:

w : lwe *, ]t : lrr, *", It)s, 'u)4, w5, w6, U7l1

The state space model of the expanded system is then discretized using forward

clifl'cr-cncc rncth<-id, as showri iri thc fbllowing ccluatioris:

r2(k + t) :

r3(k + 1) :

11(Æ + t) :

q¿ifulc¿wr1(k)

+r2(k) + w2(k)

øêfulcoutrl(k)
+r2(k) + w2(k)

6#GÐl-c¿wr1(k)

+r3(fr) + tr3(k)

6æ61*c¿ur1(k)

+r3(k) * us(k)

l(rs(k)-p.)+Ar5(k)l

+ w1(k)

- An5(k)l

l(rr(k)-p.)-Ars(k))

+ Ar5(k)l

(6.12)

(6.13)

r1(ft) > 0
(6.14)

z1(k) < 0

rr(k) > 0
(6.15)

+ r1(k)

rz(k))

na(k + 7) : Trs(k) + za(k) + wa(k)

r1(k) < 0

(6.16)
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r5(k + t¡ : Lç,+rr(k) - Ars(k) - q(k)) + rsft) + w5(k) (6.12)
Tno,

r6(k + r) : Tl-z¿*a,r6(k) - ,',rt(k) + k"oa2,u,(k -l1)] + z6(k) + w6(k) (6.18)

r7(k + 1) : rz(k) + w7(k) (6.19)

where 7 represents the sampling interval,i.e., sampling time is K7.

Jacobian Matrices

Based on the discrete model represented by equation (6.12) to (6.19), the FDI

scheme is constructed. Similar to the procedure discussed in Chapter 4, to apply

trKF algorithm io the aforementioned space rnodel, the Jacobian matrices A, W,

H and V are r.equired. Knowing the sampling time, 7, matrix A is obtained from

equation (4.11) as

ôf, ðfr 0fr ôÍn ô.f, ðJu

A*' A*' A*' ô*' A*' A*'
(6 20)

where

ð.fr1'
a-l

arA:-:
öx

0J,
ôx

q#ÐC o."r(k) rfit p" - rdkD,

1+ øffuc¿wr{k)(ffi),
0,

- q#øu(r, (e) ) lc ¿u r 1(k)

q#ø(-'t)'
0,0

:;m - Ar5(Q],

rr(ft) > 0
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ôÍ,
ðx

0fs
ãx

ðfs :
0x

øffico.rr(erff@dr') - p),

1+ ñ¿foc¿ur1(r)(-#),'t1f i@z(k)-n")'

0,

- qé@DU(* n(t')) lc o'u, r,@ ß@{k) - eò -
'1',9 ( a\

Vr (z¿(È)) \ "./ t

0,0

6#@l- c¿,,",(k)\ß@,(Ð - elt,
0,

Ar5(þ),
r1(k) < 0

z1(k) > 0

zr(k) < 0

r I V2@a@)) -c¿ur1(fr)(ffi)],

- W#er¡w("n (,k) ) | - c o* ",(Ð vq(''dk) - e ò + .ar5 (Æ) 
]

'1'ß ¿
V2(.ca(k))' ')

0,0

6¿:ftÐ(- c¿wn1(k)

0,

T,a t - ,-,/ , tlr -'. k#,-1- cawr,(u) (ffi)],
-W#øW(øn(k))l- co.rr(Ð\ß@" - ,'(kD + Ar5(þl

TC rn
Vz(za(k)) \' ') t

0,0

*: [0, o, o, 1, T. o, o]
¿¡x

: lo, ' o, -' n, o, 1, o, -al- rna Tna ma'

l-r1r o, 0, 0, 0, (-2d*a^T+r), 0]

0ft
0x

ôfu

-:ðx
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ðf"
;ï: lo, o, o, o, o, o, 1l

The EKF generates a sequence of estimated state vector, xf , given the measure-

ments, yr, at each sampling time. Selected elements of the estimated state vector are

then compared with the corresponding measurements to compute the state residual

error, e¡. Choosing the rneasurements as yr: Ir"(k),pt(k), pz@)lT; we have

Frr : (6 21)

Noise Matrices

Similar to the assumptions in Chapter 4, covariance matrices Q¡ and R¡ are

considered to be stationary, white and Gaussian. Furthermore, it is assumed th¿lt,

the noise characteristics of differerrt system state variabìes are independent of each

other. Thus, both Q¡ and R6 are diagonal, and the values of their elements should l"re

estimated prior to the experiment. Finally, it can be concluded from 1,he assumptions

of the noise vectors that the Jacobian matrices of W¡ and V¡ are unity matrices.

System Configuration and Residual Error Generation

Since the hydraulic actuator interacts with external load, it is necessary to apply

a closed-loop control scheme to guarantee the actuation system works in normal

operatirrg corrditiou. 'Iherefore, the corrfiguration of the proposed system is similar to

tlic closcd-loop corrfigur¿'ution that ir¿rs bccrr crn¡rìoyccl irr Scction 5.2, shorvn in Figure

5.24. The measurements of the actuator displacement, ro, and the charnber pressures,

p1 and p2, ãrê, sampled and delir.'ered to the expanded EKF along with the control

000100
010000
001000
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signal, z. By observing the variation of the rnoving average of the residual ert'ors,

eÀ) pertaining to the chamber pressures only, leakage faults arc iclcntificd. Notc tirat

although the measurement of actuator displacement is not included in the pattern

recognition, it is essential for the EKF to avoid biased estimation.

Under normal operating conditions, the actuation system interacts with varying

external loads. The estimates of EKF closely converge to the system states since the

effect of tlte ellvironlnerttal resistance is considered irr system modeling. By applying

the same residual generating scheme described in Section 4.4,Ieakage faults can be

cletected arrcl identified.



Chapter 7

Simulation Analysis and
E*perimental Results

With the development of the parameter estirnation model, a FDI scheme towards

online hydraulic actuator leakage fault detection under varying load was proposed in

Chapter 6. Choosing the chamber pressures and the actuator displacement as the

input for the trKF, this FDI scheme is consistent r,vith the unloaded scherne discussed

in Chapter 4. The FDI scheme will be validated by exhaustive simulation and then

tested by experiments in this Chapter. Due to l,he existence of external load, only

closed-loop control is irnplemented on the test rig. Two types of input signals, the

sinusoidal and the pseudorandom are applied to the proposed FDI scheme. With the

presence of external spring load, the proposed FDI scheme is shown to effect,ively

detect leakage faults both in simulations and experiments.

7.L Simulation Studies

Simulation of the proposed FDI scheme will be elaborated in this section. The

external leakage at each cylinder chamber and the internal leakage betrveen the cham-

bers are considered.
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7.L.L Leakage Faults Detection with Sinusoidal Input

In the simulation, the environmental load is mocleled by a linear spring. This is

consistent with the actual experimental setting. A virtual spring with a modulus of

2xI}a N/m is simulated and set to be placed in front of the actuator at the position

of 0.22 m. The simulation program tracks the extelnal resistance genelated bv this

virtual spring and records the system states, as well as the simulated leakages. Each

sirnulation test Iasts fbr 60 seconcls during which difl'ererit leakage faults are introduced

into the healthy system at the 20 úh second. The sinusoidal position references are

formulated by the following function: r(t) :0.3+0.2 x sin(zri*0.1) where ú represents

the simulation time.

Estirnation of Effective Actuator Friction

With the development of FDI scheme in Chapter 6, all external disturbances are

regarded as load, including the eftèctive actuator friction. However, the actuator

friction is inherent and is always present. When no external load is applied to the

actuator, it can be observed from equation (6.9), i.e., F. : F" and

f o: moio I F. (7.1)

Equation (7.1) indicates that the dynamic actuator friction can be theoletically

estirnated by the FDI scherne. This is verifrecl by sirnulatiorr. Figure 7.1 shows the

plot of actuation force in the presence of only actuator friction. With above analysis,

we know this plot actually shows the estimation of simulated actuator friction.

In Figure 7.1, friction is the onlS' s¡¡.tral resistance and the actuation force is

mainly used to overcome the friction. The second plot shows the simulated friction.
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fbrce, simulated friction ¿'rnd estimated friction force.

It can be seen that the estimated friction closely matches the sirnulated friction that

is calculated by the simulation program fsee equation (2.13)]. Therefore the dynamic

actuator friction can be accurately estimated by running the system unloaded. This

verifies the eflèctivenr:ss of estim:rtirrg- nonline¿rr external load using the expanded

EKF.

Leakage at Chamber 1

Starting from this section, all sirnulations are conducted in the presence of loading

that is gener-atecl by a spring model. Figures 7.2 to 7.6 show the simulation resull,s of

the leakage at chamber 1. The reference a,nd the valve control signals are shown in

Figure 7.2. A leaiiage coefficient of 2xI0-r2 (m3ls.Pa) is set and the corresponding

leakage is shown in Figure 7.3. The simulated and estimated actuatol displacements,

11t

iril ffúl ffiilrilffi ffiffir llffiifiü|l
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rvhich are ciose to each other, are also shorvrr irr this figure. It can be seen from the

subplot of N4AE that thc lcsidual clror sigrrificarrtìy incrcases after the occurrence of

leakage.

The trajectories of the chamber pressures are shown in Figure 7.4 and 7.5. The

rcsiclual crt-ol of tltc prcssurc at chalnbcr 1 signifìcalrtly increases from the normal level

after the occurrence of leakage. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the residual error of

the pressure at chamber 2 also slightly increases after the leakage. Considering the

parameters of the system and the FDI scheme are kept the same as unloaded mode

modelirtg. this is due to the rnodifica,tion of systern rnocleling. Howevel, pattern of

MAE variation under leakage at chamber 1 is still consistent with the conclusion

obtained in Chapter 5.

The estimation of the external force is shown in Figure 7.6. The upper plot shorvs

the calculated external force by summing up the friction force and the virtual spring

force. The simulated environrnental resistance force ranges u¡r to 1500N. This figurr:

shows that the estimated environrnental folce perfectly matches the calculated values

used in the simulation.

Leakage at Chamber 2

The simulation results of the leakage at chamber 2 are shown in Figures 7.7, 7.8

and7.9. Withaleakagecoeffìcient of 2x10-12(m3/s.Pa),theleaÌ<ageintroducedto

the actuation system is shown in Figure 7.7. The corresponding chamber pressures

are shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, from which it can be seen that the residual error of

the pressure at chaurber 2 irrcreases siguifica,ntly, rvhile the residual error at chamber

1 only increase slightly. This trend is consistent with that of the previons simulation

96
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and experiments in unloaded mode.

Internal Leakage

The simulation results of the internal leakage areshown in Figures 7.10 to 7.L2. A

Iealiage coefficiertt of 4 x 10-12 (rn3/s . Pa) is applied. The leakage is bi-directional (fea.

trtrcd bv positivt: flow and ncgativc flow) according to thc dircction of the movement

of the actuator and it is also notecl that, in Figures 7.10, the leakage on the extension

stroke is greater than that of the retraction stroke, which is due to the existence of

the external load. The chamber pressures are shorvn in Figur-es 7.11 and 7.12. The

increase of the MAEs indicates the occurrence of the internal leakage and the increase

at both charnbers iclentifles the interual lealiage frour the external leakages.
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Different Leakage Levels

The sensitivity of the proposed FDI scherne is tested by simulation. Three lev-

els of leakage are simulated with the occurrence of different type of leakage faults.

Figure 7.13 shows that thr-ee leairages, with leakage coefficients 2 x 10-12 (m3/s'Pa),

4 x I0-r2 (-t/. ' Pa), and 6 x 10- 12 (-'/t . Pa). are introduced in chamber 1 ancl cron-

sequently, the residual errors of the chamber pressures change. Altliough the NzIAE

of the pressure at chamber 2 increases proportionally with the increase of leakage,

the variation of the ¡esidual error at chamber 1 is much more significant. The leali-

age fault at chamber 1 is obviously featured by the increase of VIAE at chamber 1.

Comparatively, the variation of l\4AE with the presence of leakage at chamber 2 is

shown in Figure 7.74, in which it can be seen that the residuaì error at charnber 2

increased rttore sigrrificantly than that of chanlber 1. As a lesuìt, the cliftereuce of

MAtrs between chambers tells the occurrerlce of leakage. When the internal leak-

age is considered, Figure 7.15 shows that the residual elrors in both of the chambers

equally increased though the magnitudes are relatively small due to the small internal

lcakagc flows. Thc lcakagc cocfficicrit,s appliccl irr thc irrtcnral leakage simulation are

4 x 70-12 (-'/r. Pa), 6 x 10-12 (-t/r. Pa), and 8 x 10-12 (m3/s. Pa).

The above simulation studies show that the FDI scheme, which is based on the

rnodificd rnodcl, is cfl'cctivc irr lcakagc clctcctirrg arxl iduitifying with sinusoidal input

signals. The simulation results show that the change of resiclual errors is consistent

to previous conclusion.
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Figure 7.13: Leakages at chamber l and MAEs of the chamber pressures. (a) Low (L),
medium (M) and high (H) leakages; (b) NfAtrs at chamber 1; (c) VIAEs at chamber
2.

7.I.2 Leakage Faults with Pseudorandom Input

Pseudorandom reference signals are designed to simulate the normal operation

conditions for rnost of applications. The magnitude of the input signal varies ran-

domly between [0.1m, 0.5m] and the duration of the inputs is also considered to be a

random variable, which changes betrveen [0.2s,4.0s]. Bxternal and internal leakages

are tested and the simulation results are shown in this section.

Leakage at Chamber 1

The refèrence and the valve control inputs of the test are shown in Figure 7.16.

With the change of the reference signals, the control input reached the maximum of

*10 r'olts. As a lesult) se-!¡ere fluctuation of the lealiage is observed in Figure 7.17

(b) H

L
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witlr a lealiage coefficierrt of 2 x ,g-tz 1^z fs . Pa).

The pressures at chambers 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.19. Variation of

the moving average of the residual errors indicates the same trend in residual errol's

with the presence of leakage as that of the sinusoidal input signals. This further

verifies the effectiverress of the proposed FDI scherne.

Different Level of Leakage

Two diflcrcnt Ìcvcls of lcakagcs, with thc lcakagc cocfficicnts of 2 x 10-12 (m3/s . Pa)

and 6 x 10-12 (*t/t.Pa), are applied to the simulation tests. Figures 7.20, 7.21 and

7.22 show the simulated leakage and the MAÞl of both chamber pressures with the

presence of leakages at chambers 1,2 and internal leakage.
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Althouglt the leakage and the residual errors fluctuate rnore cLue to the randomness

of the input signal, it is still obvious that the changes of the residual errors are

consistent with previous conclusion.

7.2 Experimental Results

Experiments using sinusoidal and pseudolandom references are carried out on the

test rig in this section. A spring with the stiffness oT K"r,¿no (shown in Figure 6.2),

rvhich generates reacting force against the actuator. is fixed in front of the actuator to

simulate the environment. The actuator engages the environment at the position of

0.176m within its extension stroke so that the load of the actuator varies, depencling

on the depth the actuator compressing the spring, frorn zero to a certain amount.
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Only closed-loop control is applied to the experiments. Two sets of position ref-

erence signals, the sinusoidal and the pseudorandom, are applied to the system. The

leakage faults are introduced to the test rig at ry 20s of each test and are kept until

the end of the test.

The parameters of the test rig, used in the EKF model, have been summarized in

Table 2.1, Chapter' 2. Besides these parameters. the stifüress of the enironment is

represented by a coil spring with its elastic modulus, K"p,.¿ns:6.0 x 105(N/m).

Simulation in previous sections has shown that the friction can be estimated in

normal conditions. Alternatively, estimation of cr-itical para,meters of the frict,ion can

be made using the EKF (see Chinniah et al, 2003). Extra experiments in this section

will also show that with the proposed FDI scheme, the friction can be estimated
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offlille irr unloaded nrode.

The initial state vector, *òl-, and the covariance matrix, Þl , are set according to

section 4.5. Since the extencled si,ate is includecl in the model, Êf is a 7 x 7 matrix

and *f : [0,6.8 x 106,6.8 x 106,0,0,0,0]r.

In order to produce a good convergence rate, the covariance matrices, Qr and R¡,

are selected based on the combination of system noise analysis, modeling uncertainties

and comparison between the simulation and experimental results. Similar to Chapter

5, the matrix Q is chosen as Q : diagl 10-'0, 104, 104, 10-6, 10-4, 10-20, i02 ] and

the matrix R is given as R : di,agll\- ,105, 105 ].

With above parameter settings for the proposed FDI scheme, experiments on

external and internal lea,hages are carried out. Extensive expeliments show that

Ieakage of 0.25 - 0.35Llmin is the lowest leakage that can be detected by the pro-

posed FDI scherne. Considering the inhererrt errors of the flow meter, which is around

0.05 - 0.1L/min even in healthy mode, and the modeling error, this value is regarded

small in leakage detection.

7.2.L Leakage Faults with Sinusoidal Inputs

Similar to the simulation and previous experiments, the sinusoidal refèrences

are given as 0.5H2 with the arnplitude between [0.167m, 0.187m], r(t) : 0.777 +

0.02 sin(ziú) m. Each test lasts for 60 seconds and leakage faults are introduced int,o

tlre system around the 20th second.
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Leakage at Chamber 1

Experimental results of the test, with leakage fault at chamber 1 are shown in

Figures 7.23 lo 7.26. Experiments shor,v the leakage (0.32l/min) in Figure 7.23 is

the lowest leakage that can be detected by the proposed FDI scheme. From the

actual llìeasureûlerrt of the lealiage flow in Figure 7.23,llre leakage coefficiellt,k"¿1 is

estimated using equation (5.4). This equation repeated here for convenience:

1-_tuell 
-

QeIt

in which the leakage flow q"¿1 is in liter per minute (L/min) and the charnber pressllres

are in Pascal (Pa). The mean value of leakage coeffìcient on lower leaìrage is: Ã,"¿1 :

7.65 x 10-e (mS/s . Pa) and the standard deviation iS a"¿1 :22.08 x 10-10 (m3/s ' Pa).

Compare Figures 7 .24 and 7.25. The variation of VIAE of the chamber pressures

can be clearly observed. Rather than the increase of the residual error at chamber

1, the residual error at chamber 2 even reduces after the occrurence of leakage at

chamber 1.

The estimated external force, F", is shown in Figure 7.26, which is close to the

calculated actuator force, F|. The measured envir-onmental force is also shown in

the sanie figure and it ranges between [0, 5000N]. Sirrce the environmental force is

available, the actuator friction can thus be calculated according to equation (6.1).

Figure 7.26 shows the friction ranges within [-1000,2000Nf]. It is also clear that the

measurement for the friction rnodel parameters are [-2400, 2400 N] in Chapter 3. The

tliflirrxl<u: is carrst:rl by tlic wr:al of t,lrt: cl,'lillrkrr afl,ul lalgc a,rnount of experiments. It

shows that the friction model par-ametels are time-varying and clynarnic estimation of

these parameters is necessary. Also interesting is that the asymmetry in the positive

103 . 60 ,M, _ p) (p, - p.)
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and negative section of the friction further supports the analysis in Section 3.2 about

the clrifting of the silusoidal rnovelnent in open-loop corifi.guration.

Leakage at Chamber 2

The test results of leakage at chamber 2 are shown in Figure 7.27. Ex1:eriments

sltow the leakage flow of 0.345 L/nriu is the lou'est leakage that can be detected.

Similar to the calculation of k.¿1, the coefficiettt k.¿2 is estimated as f'ollows:

t-_NcL2 -
Qcl2 :7.67 x 10-5 Qal2

103 . 60

The rnean value of the leakage coefflcient orr lower leakage floiv is E"tz : 10.68 x

10-e (m3/s.Pa) and the standarcl variance is ou¿2: 31.30 x 10-13 (rn3/s Pa). The

residual error of the pressure at chamber 2 increases afler the occurrence of the leaÌ<age

E

(p, - p,) (pt - p.)
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at the same chamber while the residual error at the other charnber keeps intact.

Internal Leakage

The leakage is shown in Figure 7.28. On average, the leakage is 0.255L/min. but

this is only a rough estimation of the leakage due to the oscillation caused by the

external resistance. Since the flow lneter is inciifferent to the direction of t,he florv,

onlv positive readings are oìrtained in the experiments for internal leakage. However,

it can be observed that the leakage is much higher when the actuator extends than

when it retracts. The external resistance plavs a main role on this asymmetry.

Similar to that in previous sections, the estimation of Å;¿¿ is obtained by appl5ri¡g
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: I.67 x 10-5

The rriearr va,lue of the leakage coefficient on lou'er leaka,ge. k¿¿ : 8.65 x 10-e (m3/s . Pa),

is obtained and the standard deviation is o¿¿ - 33.22 x tg-io 1-s/s.Pa).

Different Level of Leakages

Bascd ori thc rccogliitiort of rnirrirnuln lcakagcs of clill'crcnt lcakages, multilevel

leakages are tested and are shown in Figures 7.29.7.30 and 7.31. For each type

of leakage, three levels of leakages are tested. Figure 7.29 shows dift'erent levels of

leakages at chamber l and Tal¡le 7.1 shows the a,r'eragcr leal<age fl<iu, bcforc ¿lnrl ¿llïcr'

the leakage as well as the vari¿tion of the moving average of the chamber pressure
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Figure 7.28: Internal leakage, N4AE of pressures at chamber 1

60

and chamber 2.

residuals. Frorn Figure 7 .29 it can be seen that, although the fluctuation of thc lcakagr:

flow increases due to the increase of the bleed valve opeuing, sta,tistically the leakage

increases by observing its arithmetical average values in Table 7.1. Therefore, the

MAtr at chamber 1 increases proportionally.

Table 7.1: Leakage parameters at chamber 1 and chamber pressure NIAtrs.

Faulty status

Average Leakage flow
(L/min)
1\44tr of chamber 1

(x 105 Pa)

\4AE of chamber 2

( x rO5 Pa)
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at chamber 1, MAE of

The leakages at chamber 2 are shown in Figure 7.30, in which the residual error

at chamber 2 increases along with the increase of leakage. Corresponding variation

of chamber residuals are shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Leakage parameters at chamber 2 and chamber pressure MAEs.

Leakage level Low Medium High
Faulty status Before After Before After Before After

Average Leakage flor,v

(L/min)
MAE of chamber 1

( x 105 Pa)

MAE of chamber 2

(x i05 Pa)

0.09

0.30

0.31

0.35

0.26

0.46

0.09

0.33

0.28

0.53

0.26

0.93

0.09

0.34
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Figure 7.31 shows three levels of internal leakage. Corresponding variation of

chamber residuals are shown in Table 7.3. It is obvious that with the increase of the

opening of the bleeding valve, the leakage in extension stroke increases much more

than in retraction sl,roke.

7.2.2 Leakage Faults ï\¡ith Pseudorandom Inputs

Considering t,he actual applications of hydraulic actuators, the pseuclorandom ref-

erences are tested with randomly var¡,i¡lg rnagnitude (0.174 - 0.184m) and duration

(0.2 - 4s) and the duration for each test is 60 seconds.
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Table 7.3: lnternal leakage parameters and chamber pressure MAEs.

Leakage at Chamber 1

Test results fol the leakage at chamber' 1

a minimum leakage, 0.32Llmin on average.

are shown in Figures 7.32 lo 7.36. \ /ith

the test is shown in the followirrg figures.

Leakage level Low Medium High
Faulty status Before After Before After Before After

Average Leakage flow
(L/min)
MAE of chamber 1

( x t05 Pa)

MAE of chamber 2

( x 105 Pa)

0.02

0.32

0.26

0.26

0.79

0.58

0.02

0.32

0.25

0.38

1.08

0.75

0.02

0.31

0.27

0.84

oôt
,3. Lù

7.34
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The variation of the MAE of the chamber pressures is shown in Figures 7.34 and

7.35, in which the MAtr at chamber 1 increases accordingly after the occurrence of

the leakage.

The estimated external force, -F", as well as the measurement of the environmental

force, are shown in Figure 7.36. The actuator friction is estimated applying equation

(6.9). From the plot it can be observed the friction is within the range of 12400N,

2400N]. This result is consistent to the modeling and previous experiments on deter-

mining the friction model.

30
Tìme (s)

Figure 7.32: Leakage at chamber 1, reference inputs and servovalve control inputs.

Leakage at Chamber 2

Figure 7.37 shows the test of leakage at chamber 2. The moving averages of the

residual errors show the increase in bhe moving average of chamber 2 while the residual
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Figure 7.37: Leakage at chamber 2, MAE of pressures at chamber l and chamber 2.

Internal Leakage

When the internal leakage is considered, the experiment shows the leakage is

monr flrlr:tuating anrl it is h¿lrd to charactr:rizc thc krakago. Accordingly, the moving

averages of the residual errors fluctuate rnore but stilì irrcr-eases after the occurrence

of leakage, which is shown in Figure 7.38.

Different Level of Leakages

Thc tcsts on difterr:nt leveìs of k:akagi: arc shown in Figurt:s 7.39 to 7.41. Althougli

the trend of the MAEs are deteriorated by the random inputs and the leakage thus

oscillates more) the conclusion obtained in Chapter 4 is still applicable.

The above tests clearly shorv that, in the presence of loading, the actuator leakage
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cart be detected and identified oniine. By observirrg the residual error of the chamber

pressures one can identify the occurrence of various leakage faults. The increase of the

MAE of only one chamber pressure, indicates the occurrence of the external leakage in

that chamber, while the increase of the MAE of both chamber pressures indicates the

occurrence of internal (cross-port) leakage. However, due to the randomness of the

input and the involvement of closed-loop control strategy, the iea,kage flows are rrrore

variable and hard to measure. Consequently, no general average values are available

for the moving average errors. On the other hand, it can be observed from Figures

7.39 to 7.47 Nhat the moving average errors increase proportionally when the leakages

increase.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Contributions

In this reseatclt, extended Kahnari frlter (EKF) based fault detection and isolation

(FDI) schemes for hydraulic actuation systems were proposed. The nature of the

EKF requires a relatively accurate model of the system under normal operation. If

tliis requilerttertt is satisfied, as shor¡'n in this research, the EKF is expected to give

good estimation of the observable system states. This conclusion rvas shown both

in sirnuiations and experirnents. However. it is diflicuìt t,o inspect the observability

of the hydraulic actuation system due to its nonlinearity; therefbre, the theoretical

convergence of the algorithm is not determined, though the algorithm converged in

all experiments.

An offiine a,ctuator lealiage fault detectiou scherne \¡/¿ìs first developed and both

simulations and experiments '¡'ere carr-ied out to verify the eft'ectiveness of this scherner.

Represented by a state space model, the entire actuation systern was characterized

by six state variables, namely the servovalve solenoid spool displacement and its

first derivative, the actuator cyiincler chamber pressures, the actuator displacement

arrd the actuator velocity. To lnore accurately reflect the actual scenario, a velocity

dependant friction model (Kzr,rnopp) was included in the dynamics of the actuator for
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the offiirre rnodel. Tests with different excitatiorr signals shorn'ed that the response of

the system model was satisfactory within the bandwidth (up to 10.5 Hz) of normal

operations and the maximum simulation error was 10% (chamber pressures).

With a residual generation scheme that compares the actual measurements and

the trKF estimation outputs, three types of leakages - external leaÌ<age from either

side of the actuator and internal leakage between the two chambers of the actuator-

were tested. The moving averages of the absolute residual errors were calculated to

rcflcct thoir trcncls. By tlackirrg thc valiation of thc rcsidual errors) the leakage far.rlts

were cletected ancl identified.

Experirnents in open-loop configuration were carried out to test the eft'ectir¡cness

of the EKF basecl actuator leakage FDI scheme. Sinusoidal inputs were tested to

evaluate offline FDI. AII the tlrree leakage faults rvere tested and the FDI strategy was

tested with different ieakage ievels. Experirnental results showed that the FDI scheme

is able to detect leakages and single actuator leakages can bc irk:ntifir:rl su<u;cssfìrlly

by recognizing the variation pattern of the moving average errors of the charnber

pressures. The patterns are indicated by the increase of corr-esponding moving average

error of the c;hamber pressures, from 105Pa to 1.5 x 105Pa and higher, proportional

to the iea,kage flow.

The sinusoidal signal test u'as further conducted in closed-loop configuratiorr. Ex-

pcrirncnts showcrl. that thc prclposrrl Fl)I stratcgv cân cffr:r:tively detect and identify

the actuator leakage faults itt a closed-loop control configuration. The conclusion

obtained are consistent with those test results in an open-loop configuration. There-

fore, the proposed FDI strategv is suitable f'or svstern offiine self-test. Additionally,
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pseudorandom input tests were also conducted to show the potential of the proposed

FDI scheme for online applications. Bxperiments showed that, with pseudorandom

inputs, the EKF estimator still reliably responds to the occurrence of the actuator

Ieakage faults and identifies tirenr.

Finally, experiments showed that, with the increase of the lcakagc flow, thc iri-

dicative residual errors increase. This was shown when difierent levels of leakage were

applied to the system. Test results iìlustrated that the MAE of the residual error of

chamber l pressure rose up to 1.9 x 105Pa and 3.4 x 105Pa with avelage external

leakages of 0.55Llmin ancl 1.01Lfmin at the same chamber. Changes of the N/IAE

of corresponding chamber pressures with external leakages at chamber 2 and inter-

nal (crossport) leakages showed similar increases. However', i1, is <lifficult to pnxrisrly

quantitify this increase. This trend can be used to qualitatively evaluate the leakage

fault levels in future.

The above tests that were conducted under no-load condition laid the ground for

design of the trKF' based FDi technique for hydraulic actuators with environmental

interactions. The ploposed FDI scherne was therefore rnodified aiming at online fault

detection under the more realistic loading condition. The nonlinear system model

that includes a comprehensive friction model was improved, and was integrated with

modeling of the ellviron¡nent. This rno<lification rvas based on the consideration of

online detection of actuator leakages rn'hile the actuation system was loaded with

unpredictable resistance. As a result, a method to dynamically estimate the external

load was also introduced. Furthermore, actuatol friction, modeled as part of the

external load in the system, was estimated lvhen the system was running un-loadecì,
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i.e., a technique for online measuring the actuator-friction has been establishecl.

Si¡nilal to confìgulations ill thc offlinc rnocì.c, with orily tlrrcc rneasurements, i.e.,

the actuator displacement and the chamber pressures, the trKF-based fault detector

was experimentally shown to successfully identify external and internal leakage faults

in the actuator with the existence of external disturbance, which was emulated by a

strong coil spring. When working in a fault-free mode, the external load, including the

friction, was estimated. Experimental results showed that differerrt patterrs obtairred

wcrc consistcllt to what hacl bccn conclucicd in offlilrc rnodc. A lninimum leakage of

0.25 to 0.30 L/min was detected using the proposed FDI system.

The approach described in this study can be used towards online condition mon-

itoring of hydraulic systems with respect to actuator leakage faults. Future work

should involve t,he investigation of the stability of the proposed FDI scheme to leak-

age faults bv improving convergence of the key parameter of the EKF - the covariance

rn¿ltlix whi<:h should ¿rhvavs lnaintaiu ¡rositivr: tk:fìnitenr:ss rluring the calculation. A

possible way to prevent it from clegrading into a singular matrix is the computational

procedure called square root update (Kaminski, 1971). This was not investigated

in this thesis. Furthermore, with the reliable detection of leakage faults ancl quan-

tified irlfonnation, fault tolerant control techniques can Ì¡e applied to improve the

perfortnatrce of hydraulic rnachinerS' b5' re-configuring the controller.
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